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Nicaragua’s first… and always.

R

ancho Santana offers a variety of distinctive coastal accommodations including a 17-room
inn and a collection of Oceanside homes. Though affectionately referred to as “the Ranch,”
it is perhaps best known for its five unique beaches making up over two miles of shoreline
along the country’s serene Pacific coast. The land stretches over 2,700 remarkable acres ranging from
valleys to rolling hills, from tropical dry forests to awe-inspiring elevations. Its rugged nature is certainly
celebrated, but the ranch’s world-class food and beverage, services and amenities make it perfectly
suited for leisurely sunbathing and stargazing. Guests seeking activity and adventure are enticed by its
renowned surf breaks, riding stables, and hiking paths. Like the sea turtles and spider monkeys, some
guests feel particularly at home on “the ranch” - and for them, a limited number of private lots enter its
Real Estate portfolio on an annual basis.

ranchosantana.com
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T

his month in American Consequences,
editor in chief P.J. O’Rourke
investigates something strange
happening to capitalism... a nearunrecognizable, terrifying mutation in
American corporations.

of the greatest businesses on earth, but it’s
also trading at an extraordinary valuation.
Financial analyst Dan Ferris warns about
the risks in trying to find the next Amazon.
And Dr. David Eifrig calls Amazon about
as close to a guarantee for investing success as
you can get.

“

Bestselling author Turney Duff calls
his buddies around Wall Street about
the Blue Apron (APRN) IPO disaster... and
nearly gets laughed off the phone. Except for one
poor fellow on the wrong end of the trade.
Veteran journalist and former speechwriter
for George H.W. Bush Andrew Ferguson
tells why tech titans are given a free pass by
anti-business business journalists. Dr. Steve
Sjuggerud has an update on the “Melt
Up.” “If you have any money invested in the
market, you must be aware of this trend.”
And P.J. shows what happens when a grudgeholding, Monopoly-playing do-gooder grows
up and becomes a regulator.

Due to security classification issues, Michael
H. Maggelet, a retired U.S. Air Force
nuclear weapons team chief, can’t share
everything he knows on North Korea’s nuclear
arsenal... but he can share three important
risks that almost no one is talking about:
1. An accidental nuclear detonation in
North Korea...
2. A man-portable atomic bomb fielded by
North Korean special forces...
3. And exo-atmospheric bursts across the
U.S. that could inflict EMP damage on a
mass scale.
If you read nothing else: Don’t miss the two
perspectives on Amazon (AMZN)... It’s one
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Losses may be the new black,
but you’ll freeze to death if
that’s all you’re wearing when
the weather changes. Dan Ferris

Enterprising journalist Jesse Barron brings us a
profile of noted short-seller Andrew Left. And
the American Consequences staff takes our own
deep dive into one of Left’s most recent short
positions – electric carmaker Tesla (TSLA).
Media mogul Glenn Beck joins us to say
where conservatives go wrong... why you
can’t put revolution back in the bottle... and
why the Farm Belt could have big problems
coming. And financial publisher Kim Iskyan
reveals seven questions to ask before buying
any IPO (too bad Turney’s Blue Apron buyer
didn’t read this).
Finally, nationally syndicated talk radio
program host Buck Sexton will close us
out with a look at Google – the world's most
powerful echo chamber.
Enjoy the issue. And tell us what you think at
feedback@americanconsequences.com.
Regards,
Steven Longenecker
Managing Editor, American Consequences

INTRODUCING THE

The OneBlade® is the closest, most comfortable
shave ever. It’s precision engineered to give a
smooth, irritation free shave - and it’s the easiest
way to shave with a single blade razor.

»

AN EASIER, MORE
INTUITIVE SHAVE

»

Not all single blade razors
are created equal. Many are
intimidating to use for first
timers: causing cuts, nicks and
burns. That’s why we created the
OneBlade®. It’s the easiest way to
begin shaving with a single blade.

»

A BETTER SHAVE THAT
IMPROVES OVERALL SKIN
HEALTH
Multi-blade razors are designed
to shave below the surface of
your skin, pulling hairs up and
cutting them too close. This causes
irritation and ingrown hairs. The
OneBlade® is designed to shave at
the surface of your skin, providing
a close, comfortable, and irritationfree shave.

»

ULTRA SMOOTH AND
2X THICKER
Our single edge blades are twice
as thick as blades that are used
in both multi-blade and single
blade razors, which means they
flex less, they cut cleaner, and they
last longer. Our blades also have
perfect leading edges meaning
that you’ll enjoy consistently
smooth shaves at all times.

»

SAVES YOU MONEY
The OneBlade® is a bigger
investment upfront, but costs
fractions of the price in the long
run as blades can be purchased
for as little as $0.67/ea. Most users
get anywhere from 2-4+ shaves
out of a single blade, meaning
a month’s worth of barbershop
quality shaves will cost you less
than most cartridge refills.

SAFE, FAST AND EASY
TO LOAD
All other single blade razors require
you to unwrap and load thin, sharp
blades while adjusting the razor
head. Not with the OneBlade®.
Blade changes are lightning fast
and dead simple thanks to our
quick-load blade system.

Learn more about OneBlade® and
try this revolutionary shave system
RISK-FREE for 30-days:

www.onebladeshave.com/Stansberry
or call 800-481-1436, Monday through Friday, 9am – 5pm ET.

From Editor in Chief

P.J. O’Rourke

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

THE NEW
MUTANT
CAPITALISM
THIRTY YEARS AGO, IT WAS SIMPLE...

Now, it's as if somebody took corporations and
exposed them to atomic bomb test radiation.
Something strange has
happened to capitalism.
Something weird, horrible,
and freakish. If you don't
know what I'm talking
about, look at the biggest
companies in America:

CLICK HERE TO

READ THE WEB VERSION
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12 Largest Publicly Traded U.S. Corporations
by Market Capitalization

2017

1987

1

Apple

General Motors

2

Alphabet (Google)

Exxon

3

Microsoft

Ford

4

Amazon

IBM

5

Facebook

Mobil

6

Berkshire Hathaway

General Electric

7

Johnson & Johnson

AT&T

8

ExxonMobil

Texaco

9

JPMorgan Chase

DuPont

10

Wells Fargo

ChevronTexaco

11

Bank of America

Chrysler

12

General Electric

Altria (Philip Morris)

Capitalism has undergone a mutation. It has
become unrecognizable.
When I see the 1987 Top 12 list, I can tell
you what every one of those companies did.
Today I'm utterly ignorant about what seven
of the Top 12 companies really do.
Not only am I confused by the purpose of
these corporations, I'm also perplexed by how
– and indeed, if – they make a measurable
profit. Plus, I'm dumbfounded by the way
they're priced on the stock market. Just look
at the chart on the following page...
Thirty years ago, it was simple...
GM, Ford, and Chrysler made the cars.
Exxon, Mobil, Texaco, and Chevron pumped
the gas to make the cars go. Where the cars
went was shopping. GE manufactured the
things you went shopping for – washers,
dryers, stoves, toaster ovens, locomotives, jet
engines, etc. At work, you used IBM. They
had typewriters you could pound on in a
way that would send a modern touchscreen
straight to the Mumbai e-waste disposal.
They had real computers, too – not these
flimsy silicon chip-dip kind, but big manly
computers that took up whole rooms, spewed
out punch cards, and helped put an American
on the moon. While you were smoking a
Marlboro cigarette, you called home on an
AT&T phone that you never lost because
it weighed as much as a boat anchor, and
you couldn't accidently drop it in the toilet
because the cord wouldn't reach that far.
DuPont made the glue that held it all together
and lots of other chemicals too, back when
"Better Living Through Chemistry" was still

considered a good idea.
Now... it's as if somebody took corporations
and exposed them to atomic bomb test
radiation in a cheap Japanese science-fiction
movie and out sprang Godzilla, Mothra, and
Rodan – or, as investors call them: Amazon,
Facebook, and Google.
Thirty years is a brief period in terms of
economic evolution. For example, there
was no evolution from the fall of the
Roman Empire in 476 A.D. until the
increased crop yields and trade of the 1400s.
Industrialization supposedly happened at
blinding speed, but in fact took 200 years to
reach the far corners of the globe.
I am frightened of fast-changing mutant
corporations like what we have today. They
fall into four scary categories:

The Bafflers
As far as I’m concerned, what Apple, Google,
and especially Facebook sell are annoyance,
noise, and distraction. I’ve got kids and
dogs. Annoyance, noise, and distraction are
unlimited free goods at my house.
I don’t want to see photos of the adorable
grandchildren of everyone I’ve ever met and
videos of the cute things their cats do. Even
less do I want to hear about the world’s
dullest experiences and most banal thoughts
– which people save up for their Facebook
postings. If Facebook wants to make money
from me, I’ll pay the website handsomely to
go the hell away.

American Consequences | 7
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Biggest Public Companies in America (numbers as of late July)
Company
Ticker
			

P/E

Dividend
Yield

Apple

AAPL

$784

$46.7

17.6x

2

Alphabet

GOOGL

$669

$19.5

33.3x

3

Microsoft

MSFT

$558

$16.8

32.3x

4

Amazon

AMZN

$489

$2.4

192.0x

-

5

Facebook

FB

$470

$10.2

40.8x

-

6

Berkshire Hathaway

BRK-B

$420

$24.1

18.6x

-

7

Johnson & Johnson

JNJ

$364

$16.5

22.6x

2.5%

8

ExxonMobil

XOM

$340

$7.8

33.7x

3.8%

9

JPMorgan Chase

JPM

$327

$24.7

14.0x

2.2%

10

Wells Fargo

WFC

$277

$20.4

13.7x

2.8%

11

Bank of America

BAC

$242

$16.2

14.7x

1.3%

12

General Electric

GE

$234

$8.8

24.9x

3.6%

Google has caused my research skills to
degenerate to the point where I have to sing
the kindergarten “ABC Song” to use the
dictionary. Google is like the worst librarian
in the world. You ask her a question and
she says, “Well, there’s a big pile of books

Bankers, as we learned during
the 2008 financial crisis, can
be every bit as bad as
hypothetical teenage daughters
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Net Income
(in billions)

1

Google is a very handy device for getting
facts... If you don’t mind the facts being
wrong. I’m a journalist, so I’m in constant
need of wrong facts and therefore use Google
all the time. So it’s good for me. But how
good it is for you, a reader of journalism, is
another question.

“

Market Cap
(in billions)

1.7%
2.1%

over there, but we haven’t gotten around to
sorting them. However, we do have a tattooed
skinhead and a Bernie supporter with a
braided beard and a pink pussy hat in the
reading room and you could ask them.”
Then there’s Apple with its gosh-darned
iPhone. I hate talking on the telephone. I
consider being unable to come to the phone to
be one of life’s greatest luxuries. The last thing
I want is a telephone that fits in my pocket,
can find me wherever I go, fills my head with
things like Trump tweets, bowling tournament
scores, and how I didn’t win the lottery again,
and calls me a cab because my wife says I
should quit drinking and get home right now.
I want a phone the size of a cement block,
like AT&T used to make, and I want it
connected to an answering machine that says
I can’t come to the phone.

The WTFs
I understand – sort of – why Microsoft
is successful. It makes the most popular
desktop-computer operating system.
What I don’t understand is how to make
that operating system quit operating. Every
time I click my mouse I am confronted with
complexities that wouldn’t be out of place in a
Rube Goldberg cartoon.
A computer is a fundamentally simple device
– a combination IBM Selectric, filing cabinet,
post office, and pocket calculator. But if I
make one wrong move on my computer, the
filing cabinet mails me the Selectric and the
mailman drops the package on my desk –
smashing the pocket calculator.
There is no excuse for the complications of
the Microsoft operating system. I picture
a room the size of Redmond, Washington,
full of pear-shaped nerds adding “features”
because they can. I want to lock each of
them in a small room with an IBM Selectric,
a filing cabinet, a mail slot, and a pocket
calculator... and not let them out until my
computer is as simple to use as my automatic
garage-door opener.

of America are three more WTFs. Not
because of the companies themselves or
their fundamentals (low P/E ratios and
some dividend yield, see chart). But I have
my doubts about whether banks should be
among the American corporations with the
highest market capitalizations. In fact, I have
my doubts about whether banks should be
publicly traded corporations at all – instead
of partnerships, as they once were. Before
1970, the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
banned banks from being listed. Maybe the
NYSE was right the first time.
All corporations face what’s known as the
“agency problem.” The goals and interests of
management can conflict with the goals and
interests of proprietors.
It’s a familiar enough problem. It happens
around the house. Let’s say I have a teenage
daughter. (And I do. But she’s remarkably
well-behaved... Either that or she’s incredibly
discreet. Anyway, I’m not using her as an

There is also no excuse for Microsoft making
the most popular desktop-computer operating
system and then punting the mobile-device
operating-system ball to Google’s Android
OS on first down in the mobile-device game.
Why is Microsoft considered a blue-chip
stock again?
JPMorgan Chase, Wells Fargo, and Bank

By Rube Goldberg. Originally published in Collier’s Weekly, 1931.
American Consequences | 9
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example. I’m using a hypothetical teenage
daughter.)

weren’t being hypothetical, they were going
broke.

My hypothetical teenage daughter is at an
age where she insists that she can manage her
own life. Her goal is to have a good time. Her
interests are clothes, boys, and loud music
with obscene lyrics.

For all sorts of reasons – pay, perks, ego,
stock-option greed – the senior managers of
banks got themselves involved in financial
transactions that no ordinary stockholder
could understand. And as it turned out, no
senior manager could understand either.

Being a dad, I feel a proprietary interest in
my daughter. My goal is to get her through
college, settled in her career, and, eventually,
happily married with adorable grandchildren
whose pictures I can post on Facebook. My
other interests are not paying for too many
of her clothes with my credit card, letting the
boys know I have a shotgun, and getting my
daughter to turn down her mobile device so
that I can’t hear the obscene lyrics leaking out
her earbuds.
Bankers, as we learned during the 2008
financial crisis, can be every bit as bad as
hypothetical teenage daughters – except they
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Because the banks were owned by clueless
stockholders, the banks’ clueless senior
managers were allowed to forget what banks
are supposed to do – move money around in
a safe and wise manner, taking a little cut for
their trouble.
Then there are two WTFs who aren’t
answering attempts to contact them and
determine what their mission is. “Earth to
General Electric... “ “Earth to Berkshire
Hathaway... “
Search for “General Electric” and
something like this comes up (see below).

What does all that even mean?
Out in the Midwest where I come from, the
last “connecting wind to the land” tweet from
GE would mean, “Hurry up, Maw, get down
in the root cellar. There’s a twister a-coming!”
“Builds, powers, moves & cures the world”?
According to this description, GE produces
accretion of dust and gas in the early solar
system 4.6 billion years ago then asks, “Did
the earth move for you too?” And when our
planet suffers from climate ills, we’re supposed
to call GE CEO Jeff Immelt – who just got
fired – and he’ll tell us, “Take two asteroids
and call me in the morning.” As for “powers...
the world,” I guess we’re supposed to think
that the sun shines out of GE’s...
How is a retail investor supposed to think
anything cogent about this kind of company?
And I’m not even touching on GE’s almost
innumerable subsidiaries... such as GE
Capital (which GE is trying like hell to get
rid of ), GE Automation & Controls, GE
Wind Energy to make us less dependent on
petroleum, Baker Hughes oil-field services
to make us more dependent, GE Jenbacher
that manufactures “cogeneration modules”
whatever those may be, and Amersham with
its “radioactive material for peacetime uses.”
(Got a termite problem? Contact Bikini Atoll
Pest Control.)
Berkshire Hathaway is even more of a dog’s
breakfast. I count 64 companies it controls,
but it’s early in the day and the number may
have gone up by now.
Except for a group of insurance providers,

most of the businesses the Berkshire companies
are in bear a chalk-to-cheese relationship to the
businesses the other Berkshire companies are
in... Here are 10 of them:
1. NetJets
2. The Omaha World-Herald
3. Acme Brick
4. Fruit of the Loom
5. Borsheims Fine Jewelry
6. GEICO
7. Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway
8. Dairy Queen
9. Benjamin Moore
10. Duracell
There’s a story in there somewhere...
“Hop on a G3 and get here quick because
– stop the presses – I’m marrying a brick.
Need some new underwear. Already have
the ring. The little lizard was going to be
my best man, but he got run over by a
train. We’ll serve ice cream cones at the
reception then go out and paint the town
red. It will recharge your batteries!”
But what’s the story for the retail investor? It
would take a genius to keep track of all this
different stuff. Maybe Warren Buffett is a
genius. But he’ll be an 87-year-old genius on
August 30. Think he remembers everything
he’s bought?

The Price Puzzlers
Amazon, which is basically a glorified yard
sale, doesn’t pay a dividend, had a net income
return of 0.5% on its market capitalization,
and has a P/E of 192 (see chart).
American Consequences | 11
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Meanwhile Apple, which is considered to be a
legendarily brilliant and innovative company,
does pay a dividend, had a 6% net income
return, and has a P/E of 17.6.
What’s happening here is far beyond the
brain power of an old liberal-arts major like
me. But I’m told Apple’s stock price is low
because gigantic investment funds already
own so much Apple stock that they can’t stay
diversified unless they buy something else.
That might cause a more conspiracy-minded
person than myself to wonder how much
freedom there really is in the Free Market.

The For-Profit Not-For-Profits
Four of America’s top 12 companies –
Amazon, Facebook, Google, and Berkshire
Hathaway – don’t pay dividends. All of them
have net income (see chart). Even famed
burner-through-capital Amazon had 2016 net
income in excess of $2 billion and Berkshire
Hathaway had 2016 net income in excess
of $24 billion. Not a penny of it went to
shareholders.
I understand the idea behind plowing profits
back into the business. There’s a website
called “the balance” with an “Investing for

“

That might cause a more
conspiracy-minded person than
myself to wonder how much
freedom there really is in the
Free Market.
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Beginners” feature that uses your dad’s and
your uncle’s apple orchard as an example.
My dad and my uncle didn’t sell apples, they
sold cars. Plow your profits back into that
business and you’re buying the cars you just
sold.
The motives, strategies, and tactics behind
“Zero-Profit Corporations” are well-explored
in this issue of American Consequences.
But I’ll throw in my two cents anyway.
(That’s more than you’ll get from Berkshire
Hathaway dividends.)
Buying a stock only because I expect someone
else to buy the stock later for a higher price
makes me feel slightly like I’ve been plopped
down in Giza between Khufu and Khafre in
the land of pyramid schemes.
Never taking a profit from a healthy business
also reminds me – more than slightly – of
my supposed savings account when I was a
kid. Every Christmas and birthday $5 bill
that I received... along with all of what I was
paid for mowing the neighbor’s lawn... went
in there. The balance was several hundred
dollars. “We’re saving for your college
education,” my mother would say.
Maybe we were saving for my college
education. But I was saving for a Wham-O
slingshot.
I had $2.38 in an old Prince Albert can,
mostly from pop-bottle deposits and change
found under the sofa cushions. To this day,
I believe I would have been happier with
taking one less English Lit. course and
shooting a lot more squirrels and pigeons.

And I could have done it if Mom had at least
let me collect my savings-account interest
payments.
Furthermore, Jeff Bezos, Mark Zuckerberg,
Larry Page, Sergey Brin, and Warren Buffett
don’t seem to care about money as much as I
do. Too much trouble counting it, probably.
Warren Buffett lives very modestly and has
promised to leave all his money to charity.
I have more respect and affection for money
than that... I care.
Would you let somebody who didn’t care
about kids take care of your kids? Allow them
to jump off roofs, tease vicious dogs, and stick
silverware into electric outlets? I rest my case.

Fighting the Mutants
Thankfully there are a couple of old school
holdovers in the Top 12. ExxonMobil is
standing by to wash your windshield and
check your oil – or these days, to feed you
fatty snacks at the gas-station convenience
store.
XOM’s P/E (see chart) is a non-insane 33.7
and its dividend yield is a fat 3.8%... Not bad
for the middle of an oil bust.
Oil prices may never again reach a peak
like 1979 when the sweater-wearing peanut
farmer with the thermostat set to 60 was in
the Oval Office. Or a peak like 2008 when
China’s tiger and India’s... sacred cow, I
guess... were first unleashed. But given what
a cost/benefit flop “alternative energy” has
been, it will be a long time before Exxon gas

“

Maybe we were saving for my
college education. But I was saving
for a Wham-O slingshot.

stations are selling bottled water for more
than unleaded premium.
Johnson & Johnson, the pharmaceutical,
medical-device, and personal-care products
company, seems fairly priced (see chart) at
a P/E of 22.6 with a 2.5% dividend yield.
That’s about where the current Dow Jones
averages are – a P/E of 21 and average
dividend yield of 2.5%.
JNJ makes baby powder, Band-Aids, and
Tylenol. People aren’t going to stop having
kids. Kids aren’t going to stop having skinned
knees. And there are going to be some big
headaches if the most bizarre of the Mutants
– Amazon, 192 P/E, 0% dividend yield – go
the way of Godzilla in Godzilla, King of the
Monsters (1954). Spoiler alert: Dr. Serizawa’s
Oxygen Destroyer.
We’d better get Dr. Serizawa back to work.
“Mutant Capitalism” is terrifying. But
fortunately, what’s immutable is capital itself.
Capital is the accumulation of wealth (of any
kind, including skill and knowledge) to be
used for producing more wealth.
We don’t blow all our money, time, and
smarts making whoopee. Instead, we deny
ourselves a little bit of fun. We set aside
(or we should set aside) some cash, some
work hours, and some intelligence to
American Consequences | 13
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“

capitalism is capable of taking some very
'Mutant Capitalism' is
strange forms.
terrifying. But fortunately, what's
For example, socialism, communism,
immutable is capital itself.
make ourselves richer, more leisured, and
increasingly savvy in the future.
This has been going on since cave people
deliberately chipped extra flint spear points
to trade with for the smoked mammoth
slices the neighbors in the cave next door
intentionally didn’t eat all of.
And it will continue to go on until we are
taking our excess gray matter to the brain
farm to grow an additional medulla oblongata
to exchange with space aliens for the
Whoopee Rays they didn’t use up.
Capitalism, on the other hand, is the
means by which capital is put to work. And

fascism, and crony capitalism are all types
of capitalism. The difference being that,
unlike free-market capitalism, the capital isn’t
primarily held by private parties and/or isn’t
put to work according to market principles of
supply and demand.
• With socialism, the capital is held by
dopey, dreamy, featherhead political
and bureaucratic know-it-alls who are –
occasionally – well-meaning but who are
always self-serving.
• With communism, the capital is held by
murderous totalitarian thugs.
• With fascism, you get the same thugs, plus the
business people who have brown-nosed them.
• With crony capitalism, you hold the
capital... but you’d better do what Putin,
the Saudi royal family, or Bill and Hillary
Clinton tell you to do with it.
We’ve survived the pinkos, the Reds, the
Nazis, and (I hope) Bill and Hillary. If we
keep a level head and put our common-sense
Oxygen Destroyer to work sucking the air
out of the monsters, we’ll survive Mutant
Capitalism too.

Mike Smith Editorial Cartoon used with the permission of Mike
Smith, King Features Syndicate and the Cartoonist Group.
All rights reserved.
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He’s back…
Porter Stansberry is back on the air… in a big way.
Together with co-host Buck Sexton, a brilliant former intelligence
officer for the CIA, he’s just wrapped up the
twelfth episode this summer of Stansberry Investor Hour.
As always, Stansberry Investor Hour is completely independent
of corporate sponsors. In a world where traditional media gets
70% of its revenues from benefactors they can’t offend, you can
always count on Buck and Porter calling it like they see it.
They’re not afraid to rile up anyone with their predictions or
observations – including, as you’ll see, their own listeners.
Just look at their recent guest list, which reads like a “who’s
who” of some of the most influential (and sometimes
controversial) figures in the world.
From Julian Assange, the besieged founder of WikiLeaks, to
Paul Vigna, a cryptocurrency expert explaining why Bitcoin’s
here to stay, to “smart beta” hedge fund pioneer Meb Faber and
even Glenn Beck, their guest list is never short on notoriety.
Every Thursday, the Stansberry Investor Hour podcast will
upload to iTunes, with only one mission; keeping folks like you up
to date with world events and what they mean for your money.

Check out some of our most recent guests...

To ensure you never
miss an episode of
Stansberry Investor
Hour…click here.

IT’S ALL
TOTALLY
FREE OF
CHARGE.
We simply want you
and every Stansberry
Research subscriber
to have convenient,
unconditional access.
So be sure not to miss out.
Subscribe to Stansberry
Research Hour – and even
check out Porter’s past
interviews – by accessing
our iTunes podcast archive.

FROM OUR INBOX

YOU WRITE, WE RESPOND

Re: Welcome to American
Consequences
VERY glad to see you are writing again...
a lot... I have been a fan since your
National Lampoon days although I think
your best work was for Rolling Stone.
You sir, are an American Institution. Still
writing on your IBM Selectric? – Stephen
C. Tatum
P.J. O’Rourke comment: Dear

Mr. Tatum, I
deeply appreciate your taste in journalism.
And I agree with you about my work for
Rolling Stone. Being a foreign correspondent
(back before they cut your head off for it) was
about as much fun as you can have with your
clothes on. (Not that I always did keep my
clothes on...)
No, I finally gave up on my IBM Selectric.
Had to – the last guy within 100 miles who
knew how to repair one died. But I still think
the best prose comes out of a Selectric. You
had to think before you wrote or you’d be up
all night retyping the article.
What are the protocols for quoting brief
passages in any published material
in your magazine? I do not want to
violate any copyright laws when using
a passage from an article to refute a
counterpoint to any argument that may
arise over content. – PJ Clark
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Dear Fellow PJ,
quote away! That’s what we’re here for.
But we always appreciate a link back
to the original article and a link to the
americanconsequences.com subscribe page.
That way they can read us for themselves...
and call us names if they like.

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

Re: What Could Possibly
Go Wrong?
You say bubble. I say GREAT buyers’
market for good used cars! – PJ
Wiltshire

Dear Yet Another
PJ, Gosh, I hope you’re right! My 2009
Suburban just blew its front differential. And
my daughter’s 2007 Volvo’s steering gear is
making an ugh-ugh-ugh noise when she turns
left.

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

Re: Get Me a Quote on That
The quote from Milton Friedman
suggests capricious personalities
“make da rules” at central banks, but he
seemed himself to have a personality
of a slug. Another obsession with
eliminating the Fed in order to follow
the PJ “get rich, stay rich” doctrine?
– Bill Johnson

I had the honor
of meeting Milton and Rose Friedman

P.J. O’Rourke comment:

Send us a message, question, or criticism at
feedback@americanconsequences.com

several times. They were, in fact, vivacious
personalities, and both were very funny.
But that aside, it is important to remember
that at the time Milton Friedman was writing
we were facing a very different set of centralbanking problems than we are today. I think
Friedman’s common sense is always reliable,
but sometimes the subjects he applies that
common sense to need to be updated.

Re: Well-Known Defense
Expert Shows What
Could Really Be Coming
to the U.S.
Hi Gents: Next year, the U.S. will spend
in excess of $600 billion on its defence,
or should we say military. According to
the International Institute for Strategic
Studies... the U.S. outspends the
next 10 countries put together! And
what’s more incredible is that the last
war America ‘won’ was WWII. Korea,
Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan have all
been quagmires. Especially Afghanistan,
where America has been at war since
2001! America supposedly pulled out in
2014, and yet the bombing and droning
against bearded men hiding in caves
continues.
The big question is this; When will the
American people finally wake up and
realise that spending such huge sums of

their tax dollars on defence is a terrible,
terrible waste?
The military-industrial complex
is taking roughly 20% of all U.S.
government revenues. President
Dwight D. Eisenhower saw this coming
and actually warned the American
public of its dangers. With $20 trillion
of government debt, roughly $50
trillion in unfunded government
entitlement programs, trillions of
dollars in unfunded public employee
pension funds, and several U.S. states
on the verge of bankruptcy, America
has reached the point of no return. The
implosion of the U.S.S.R. apparently
has been forgotten by American policy
makers who seem to think; That could
never happen here! That sort of hubris
is exactly why it can happen in America.
And most likely will... sooner rather than
later. – Steve Previs

Those statistics are
widely used, and as far as I know, accurate,
but not true. They should come with a
very large footnote saying that the other
governments do not have global empires to
control.

Richard Maybury comment:

The U.S. “defense” budget is actually the
U.S. “domination” budget. For instance,
an unknown but certainly large portion of
Navy spending goes to building and sending
warships to ports around the world to “show
American Consequences | 17
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the flag.” This in actual practice means telling
foreign populations, “See those planes,
missiles, and guns? This is what can happen
to you if your politicians do not follow the
wishes of our politicians.”
Think about it... How would Americans feel
if, say, Russian or Chinese warships regularly
cruised up and down U.S. coasts within sight
of our cities and towns? Well, U.S. warships,
and only U.S. warships, do this all over the
world.
Did Rome have a larger military budget than
Persia, Carthage, or Egypt? Of course, and
there was a reason for it.
Doc Eifrig comment: Richard

is right... No
doubt, the dollar amounts are massive. But
spending more than the next 10 nations
doesn’t amount to much when you’re the de

facto “protector” of dozens of nations around
the world.
The United States has two options: spend
more or stop serving as policeman and
peacekeeper to the world. We could certainly
debate the fiscal wisdom of maintaining our
“World Police” status until we’re blue in the
face (though, I suspect we may be on the
same side).
But as an investor, I’m in the business of
figuring out what will happen rather than
what I wish would happen. And I’ve been
around long enough to know that no
politician who suggests a sensible, scaleddown foreign policy paired with a smaller
military will gain traction with American
voters. Some have tried (“What’s Aleppo?”),
but if they didn’t gain followers after the
obvious mistakes of Iraq and Afghanistan,
they never will.
As a U.K. resident, you likely have better
insights into the long-term effects of global
overreach than our elected officials (think
British Empire). In the meantime, we expect
the spending spigot will open back up. If
you’re interested in learning more, read my
presentation here with four steps that you
should take immediately.

Darrin Bell Editorial Cartoon used with the permission of Darrin Bell,
the Washington Post Writers Group and the Cartoonist Group. All
rights reserved.
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— Advertisement —

Two PhD Financial Experts
Reveal Exact Time to Get Out
of 50 Major American Stocks
With every passing month, the stock market keeps
ticking higher and higher.
Dow 18,000… Dow 20,000… Dow 22,000…
And the big question remains – How much longer will
this bull market last?

Dr. Sjuggerud and Dr. Smith recently published the
results of their collaborative study in a report called
“How to Know Exactly When to Sell,” and they’ve agreed
to make it available, free of charge, to anyone who
requests a copy.

One man claims to have found the answer.

When To Sell
Former hedge fund manager Dr. Steve Sjuggerud is
one of the most widely-followed financial analysts in
the world.

REAL RESULTS -- Before and After:

And he says this bull market, like all others before, will
ultimately crash – but first it will soar to unthinkable
heights:
“You could at least double the size of your retirement
account in the months ahead.”
But it’s critical you have an exit strategy in place, so
you can lock in your gains before the crash.
That’s why he’s partnered with a Berkeley-trained
PhD to calculate the precise moment you should sell
50 of the most popular stocks in America, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Apple
Exxon
Home Depot
Wal-Mart
Facebook

Don’t Get
Crushed
Please note: Without this
information, the next 12
months will be a minefield.
History shows a crash is coming.
And when it hits, it could
devastate investors who are not
prepared.

Dr. Richard Smith is no stranger to high finance. His
stock market trading algorithm is now used by more
than 20,000 professional and individual investors
around the world – to track more than $15.7 billion in
the markets.

But if you listen to the financial
press, you could get spooked out of the market too
early… or worse, hold on too long and get crushed.

determining the optimal time to sell.

Know Exactly When to Sell,” click here.

Try it RISK-FREE
on your
It’s important you take steps to prepare for a Melt Up
in stocks – and the inevitable crash to follow.
personal
portfolio.
Click here.
For details on how to claim your free copy of “How to
This system has proven to be incredibly helpful in

WHAT COULD
POSSIBLY
GO WRONG?
Financial follies and disaster in the making

‘Dumb money’ is dangerously
complacent today...

The ongoing oil bust claims its
highest-profile victim yet...

Betting on lower volatility has been
“easy money” for months now. That has
enticed speculators to jump into the trend
in droves. You can gauge sentiment in
markets like U.S. Treasury bonds, crude
oil, and precious metals by following
the U.S government’s Commitments of
Traders (“COT”) report...

The $2 billion EnerVest private-equity
fund that “borrowed heavily” to buy
oil and gas wells is now worth virtually
nothing. Its lenders are negotiating to take
control of the fund’s assets to satisfy its
debts. And the fund’s investors – many
of whom are high-profile institutional
investors – are likely to recover just
pennies on the dollar from their initial
investments.

Today, non-commercial traders are betting
on lower volatility like never before.
They’re currently holding near an all-time
high net short position. These traders are
called the “dumb money” because they
tend to be wrong at extremes. As a group,
they get super bullish at market tops and
super bearish at market bottoms.

Losses like this are practically unheard
of among large private-equity funds.
Investment firm Cambridge Associates
reports that only seven billion-dollar funds
have ever lost a penny for investors. And
of those, losses of more than 25% are even
more rare.
Suffice it to say, this is a big deal. And other
energy-focused private-equity funds are in
a similar predicament today.
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Inflation is plunging, sticking the Fed
between a rock and a hard place...

Inflation has decelerated dramatically in
recent months. More concerning, threemonth inflation is getting close to 0% for
the first time since the financial crisis. This
suggests another bout of deflation – not
inflation – could be the bigger risk today.
If this trend continues, the Fed will have
no choice but to give up its “tightening”
cycle or risk triggering another crisis.
Central banks are stuck... If they don’t try
to tighten now, they’ll have no room to
“ease” when the next downturn comes. But
simply unwinding their massive stimulus
programs could hasten its arrival.
Delinquencies and defaults hit
highest levels in seven years...

Credit-ratings firm Fitch reports that
6% of borrowers have fallen behind on
payments by 60 days or more. This is
an early “crack” in the ice of the credit
market. Delinquencies always increase
before defaults. And the defaults are
starting to rise, too. Investment bank Wells
Fargo recently reported the cumulative
default rate as of January was more than
12%, the highest rate since 2010.
Credit-card debt nearing its
2008 peak...

Total U.S. credit-card debt sits around
$750 billion today. All that secures this
debt is the borrower’s promise to pay.
When times get tough for cardholders,
credit cards and student loans are the first
debts they stop paying.

Everyone needs a roof over their heads, so
they’ll pay the mortgage first. And they
need to get to work, so they pay their auto
loan. But the credit card has no urgency.
That’s why losses on credit cards are
always much higher than other types of
debt. When defaults on credit cards start
to soar toward crisis levels, debt and equity
investors flee from these lenders. We’ve seen
it before, and we’ll see it again this time.
Snap’s disregard for shareholders
bites it...

Global index provider FTSE Russell
– whose U.S. indexes are important
benchmarks for large institutional
investors – said it would not include Snap
(SNAP), maker of the trendy photo- and
video-sharing app Snapchat, in its indexes.
The S&P 500 Index will also bar Snap.
The company’s share structure denies voting
rights to investors... and likely portends
more selling in Snap shares ahead. Index
inclusion tends to bring large amounts of
institutional money into a stock.
American Consequences contributor and
real-time Newswire editor Scott Garliss
notes that many IPO investors were likely
sold on the promise that this institutional
buying would push shares higher. Now,
that is no longer the case... So if you’re
an account that has been hanging on to
these shares during the pullback because
you were hoping the prospect of index
inclusion may help things, you just lost
another reason to own this name. (If you
haven’t downloaded the free Newswire
app, click here to do so.)
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WHAT MOVED THE MARKET
THE BIGGEST STORIES THAT
MATTERED FOR THE MARKET
LAST MONTH...

EDITORS
Scott
Garliss
John
Gillin
Greg
Diamond

July 13

July 28

Central banks getting their heads
together again.

Obamacare "skinny repeal" fails.

European Central Bank (ECB) President
Mario Draghi confirms he'll attend
the Federal Reserve's Jackson Hole
Conference in August for the first time
in three years. The ECB is scheduled to
release a policy update less than two
weeks later.
Higher rates, of course, are a negative for
companies growing via borrowing... and a
positive for financials and banks. We'll see
whether Draghi talks up eurozone growth
like we saw at the ECB's annual forum last
month in Portugal.

This political setback was a positive for
health care stocks. Maintaining the status
quo is a welcomed outcome for investors...
If Obamacare repeal happened, the
necessary compliance changes to the
business models for managed care,
HMOs, hospitals, Big Pharma, and
medical-device companies would have
turned the industry upside down. Investors
would have bolted for the exits.
There has also been noise around drugpricing policy, but that is on hold. Health
care lobbyists are high-fiving.

July 28
Second-quarter U.S. GDP reported.

TUNE IN
Stansberry Newswire,
live every morning
and afternoon, at
8:30am and 4:30 pm.
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As we told you to expect last month, the
2.6% GDP growth number was right in the
middle of our 2.3%-2.8% range. (Thanks
to American Consequences reader David
Hiers for asking us to follow up on our
predictions. As he wrote: "Games don't
matter if you don't keep score.")

July 30-31

August 23

Firmer tax talk.

Markit releases Eurozone
Flash Composite Purchasing
Managers' Index data – an
indicator of direction of growth.

A tax-reform bill is now expected in
October and November, with a completed
budget by September or October. House
Speaker Paul Ryan and Kevin Brady,
chairman of the House Ways and Means
Committee both weighed in, and the Koch
brothers also said they are getting behind
the White House tax reform.

WATCH
THESE
DATES

August 24-26

August 7-15

The Federal Reserve's Jackson
Hole Conference. The markets
will be focused on Mario Draghi's
appearance and commentary around
stimulus withdrawal.

North Korea rattles markets with nuke
talk.

August 30-31

In response to new North Korea sanctions,
the country threatened retaliation –
including a plan that it might fire missiles
toward the U.S. territory of Guam.
As the rhetoric escalated, reports surfaced
that North Korea could place a mini
nuclear warhead inside of a missile... and
President Trump responded by saying
North Korea would be "met with fire and
fury... the likes of which this world has
never seen before," if it failed to cease
threatening the U.S.
China stepped up pressure on North
Korea by saying it was implementing
U.N. sanctions – banning the import of
certain goods. North Korea followed up by
backing off its threat. And President Trump
praised North Korean leader Kim Jong Un
for appearing to back down...

The second round of second-quarter
GDP and the Fed's main inflation
gauge (PCE) data. This will give us a
more accurate look at growth versus
the preliminary figures last month,
and give the Fed more direction on
inflation.

September 4-5
Markit releases China and U.S. Flash
Composite Purchasing Managers'
Index data.

For realtime
market
updates
from some
of Wall
Street’s
most
plugged-in
analysts,
CLICK
HERE
to get
instant
access to
NewsWire.

September 5
August recess over. House and Senate
back in session. Expect debt-ceiling
talk to heat up.

September 7
ECB decision on rates.
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BLUE
APRON
A TWO-SIDED TALE
ON WALL STREET

By Turney
Duff

I called a bunch of my old friends
and asked if they played the busted
meal-kit IPO... they nearly laughed
me off the phone. Except for one
poor fellow.
Michael (name changed) likes to call himself
an investor, but he admits to trading almost
every day...
Now retired in his 50s, he has a regular daily
routine. On June 29, Michael’s alarm went
off at 6 a.m. He rode his exercise bike for 30
minutes in his modest suburban home in
Dix Hills, New York. After his workout and a
shower, he sipped coffee from a steaming mug
on the back deck, flipped open his laptop,
and started reading the market news.
Michael primarily trades stocks with his retail
account. And when he opened his brokerage
website, he found a message alerting him to a
1,000-share allocation of the Goldman Sachsled initial public offering (“IPO”) of dinnerdelivery service Blue Apron (APRN).

CLICK HERE TO
READ THE WEB VERSION
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He’d never received such a large allocation
before, especially for a highly anticipated deal.
But as the seconds turned to minutes, he
began to worry.
He started to speculate on why and how
he received 1,000 shares. There must be a
problem... He always put in for IPOs and
typically got shut out. He received a few
hundred shares here and there, but usually
only for lukewarm deals. And when he
flipped out of them, he was ecstatic if he
made $1 on the trade.
He poured himself a second cup of coffee and
wondered what he should do on the open
with his 1,000 shares. Should he immediately
sell? Should he buy more? Or should he hold?
Forty miles away in Midtown Manhattan, the
head trader for a $500 million hedge fund
was finishing up his bacon, egg, and cheese
sandwich on the desk.

Luke had already Uber’ed to work, sat
through his morning meeting, and fielded
calls, e-mails, and instant messages to get
ready for the open. His firm didn’t put in for
an allocation on the Blue Apron deal, despite
having a great relationship with Goldman
Sachs.
The plan was to sit this one out and watch
from the sidelines. But that plan changed...
A day before Blue Apron kicked off its
roadshow, Amazon (AMZN) announced the
purchase of Whole Foods Market (WFM)
which altered the entire scope of homedelivery food service. The competition for
meal-kit delivery had already been heating
up... Companies like Plated, HelloFresh, and
Sun Basket all offer similar business models
to Blue Apron. But the Amazon news was a
gamechanger... and added the risk of cheaper
prices and faster delivery.

One of the worst
things an investor can
hear about a stock he
owns is that Amazon is
getting into the space.
When you hear that, it's
usually time to run –
run as fast as you can.
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One of the worst things an investor can hear
about a stock he owns is that Amazon is
getting into the space. When you hear that,
it’s usually time to run – run as fast as you
can.
On the first day of the Blue Apron roadshow,
Luke’s firm started to work on a short thesis
for the IPO. They looked at revenue growth,
profitability, and if Blue Apron had a real
competitive advantage even with Amazon
focusing more on food. Luke made calls
around the Street to get a feel for how the
book was shaping up.
The insight he got reaffirmed the short
thesis... He learned that Goldman Sachs was
having a very difficult time building a book
– which simply means getting their clients to
put in an indication of interest on the deal.
From that alone, Luke knew to stay away. As
APRN got closer and closer to opening, Luke
called up a trusted no-name broker in hopes
of hiding the trade from Goldman Sachs and
placed an order to short 200,000 shares.
Meanwhile in Blue Apron’s Soho
headquarters, emotions were mixed with fear
and excitement, according to a source close to
the company. There’s always optimism inside
the walls of a company on the day they go
public. “Lots of fingers were crossed that day,”
my source said.

"LOTS OF
FINGERS
WERE
CROSSED
THAT DAY,"
my source said.

Originally, the IPO price range was $15$17 a share. Then it was dramatically cut
to $10-$11. This was cause for concern for
some investors and employees because the
company was valued at $2 billion in their last
private round in 2015. The price reduction
meant that it was below the old valuation
and some might be underwater on their
investment already. Regardless, Blue Apron
moved forward with their IPO – offering 30
million shares at $10 to raise $300 million for
automation and supply-chain technology.
Back in Dix Hills, Michael decided he was
going to hold on to his 1,000-share position...
Although he was skittish, he figured that a
Goldman Sachs-led IPO wouldn’t “break
below” the deal price of $10. Typically,
the lead banker does whatever it can to
support their own deal. No one likes to see
a failed IPO on the first day. So Michael felt
somewhat comfortable holding on. And he
was glad he did as he watched the first few
hours of trading...
The stock rose almost 10%... at first. And
then it started to sell off. But on the way
down, Michael decided to double his bet
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– buying another 1,000 shares at around
$10.50. His average on 2,000 shares was
$10.25, so he believed there was only about
$0.25 of risk in his trade.
Luke and his firm believed something
different. Their analyst put a $5 target on the
name because the top-line growth seemed
to already be maturing... the unprofitable
company’s costs/spending was accelerating...
and of course, Amazon – Amazon – Amazon.

The consensus by what
some people call "smart
money" was almost
unanimous – stay away.

Over the course of the trading day, Luke’s
firm shorted 200,000 shares at an average cost
of $10.50. Their strategy going forward was
to cover their short position starting at $7...
and from there, slowly buy shares until their
order was complete.
The consensus by what some people call
“smart money” was almost unanimous – stay
away.
Most institutional accounts, like Luke’s firm,
didn’t have any interest in buying the deal at
either the first ($15-$17) or second ($10-$11)
price range. Some of Luke’s peers shorted the
name. It was well known on the Street to not
touch the deal. But not everyone shorted it
because there was the issue of getting a locate
to borrow the shares. And others didn’t think
they could get a large enough position to
move the needle for their fund.

A few weeks later, Michael is sitting on
his back deck, again drinking coffee and
wondering what he should do with his 2,000
shares of APRN trading around $6.
He thinks it’s too late to sell now, but he’s
afraid to buy more. His losses on this one
trade have wiped out his past gains on all of
the IPOs that he’s received. Michael says he
should have known better when he got such
a large allocation, but he says he’s thankful at
least he didn’t receive any shares of selfie-app
maker Snap (SNAP).
Meanwhile back in Midtown, Luke says
that his firm has covered about half of their
position. They’re being patient on the last
half... trying to buy the stock when there’s a
$5 in front of the share price. And then he
said: “Who knows? We might even go long
the thing at $4.”

Turney Duff is a former trader at one of the
biggest hedge funds in the world, the Galleon
Group, where their founder and several
Galleon employees were found guilty of
insider trading. Turney rose through
the ranks and then fell prey to the
trappings of Wall Street: money, sex,
drugs, alcohol, and power. Turney
chronicles his spectacular rise and
fall in his bestselling book, The Buy
Side; A Wall Street Trader’s Tale of
Spectacular Excess.
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Robin Hoods
Why anti-business business writers
give tech titans a free pass on
'red in tooth and claw' capitalism...
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CLICK HERE TO
READ THE WEB VERSION

Among the enduring questions of American journalism –
What happened to Amelia Earhart? Who was that guy lurking behind
the fence on the grassy knoll? How does Gail Collins keep her job? –
is this: Why are business journalists so anti-business?
By Andrew Ferguson

That is, why do the boys and girls who write
about capitalism bear such hostility to the
men and women who practice it?
Having worked over the course of a long
career for a number of outlets that cover
business, I speak from personal experience.
You could set off a neutron bomb in the
Bloomberg News headquarters without
bumping off a single Republican. That is, if
you don’t count the maintenance crew and
maybe a couple of nerds writing code in the
basement.
But this timeless conundrum of hackery
admits one exception: business journalists
love tech titans. Tim Cook, Larry Ellison,
Eric Schmidt, Sheryl Sandberg, and Mark
Zuckerberg... These folks at the very tippy top
of the capitalist heap enjoy a view that would
have made the most successful robber baron
green – or greener, anyway – with envy.
Not only have they become admired,
even beloved by business reporters – they
have become darlings of the left generally,
somehow indemnified against the bitterness
directed at pharmaceutical executives or the
CEOs of oil companies.

The traditional posture of progressives toward
people who have won the market lottery is
mistrust with a generous helping of moral
outrage, on the assumption that success is
always underpinned by the exploitation of the
disadvantaged by the powerful.

You could set off a neutron
bomb in the Bloomberg News
headquarters without bumping
off a single Republican.
Every good statist has learned about the great
19th century robber barons from Howard
Zinn’s A People’s History of the United States,
the best-selling history textbook of the last
30 years and the most effective anti-capitalist
propaganda ever printed. “In industry after
industry,” Zinn instructed his young readers,
there were “shrewd, efficient businessmen
building empires, choking out competition,
maintaining high prices, keeping wages low,
using government subsidies.”
Progressives despise the accumulation of
wealth when they can’t get their hands on it.
Except when it comes to tech titans, anyway.
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The shift first hit me smack in the face with
the retirement of Steve Jobs a couple years
ago, followed shortly thereafter by his death.
Jobs, of course, was a model of the rapacious
capitalist, hipster division. Viewed objectively,
forgetting the sneakers and the black mock
turtleneck, he seemed to do business like a
fevered socialist caricature. He encouraged
in his consumers all the things that liberals
claim to despise. Jobs specialized in the tactics
that appalled Herbert Marcuse, the premier
theorist of the New Left and a commie’s
commie, in the 1960s: manufactured wants,
the “marketing of desire,” the “fetishizing”
of commodities, “planned obsolescence,”
the exploitation of cheap foreign labor,
indifference to the natural world, and more.
Rapacious capitalism made Jobs very rich
and very famous, yet the encomiums and
then the eulogies shimmered with admiration
and affection from people who are otherwise
sworn enemies of rapacious capitalism.
In the New York Times, the business writer Joe
Nocera called Apple’s co-founder the “single
most indispensable chief executive on the
planet.” (Nocera had to make clear that he
wasn’t talking about chief executives off the
planet.) The left-wing economics writer for
the Washington Post – a Pulitzer Prize winner,
wouldn’t you know – praised Jobs’ “brilliance
and strength of character,” which turned his
company into “a symbol of what American
workers and American business and the
American economy can achieve.”
It sounds a bit like Ted Cruz giving an award
to a right-to-work activist, doesn’t it?
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On and on it went: Jobs, said the liberal
magazine Washington Monthly, was a
“great inventor, great businessman, great
innovator, great American.” The news website
ThinkProgress wondered: “What with
Republicans slashing funding for clean energy,
who else will be the engine of innovation,
efficiency, and dematerialization?” As we’ll see
in a moment, this was an odd compliment to
steer toward Steve Jobs.

"Here's to the crazy ones. The
rebels. The trouble-makers.
The ones who see things
differently." There is no more
succinct description of what
business journalists see when
they look in the mirror.
But not as odd as this statement from a
business columnist in the Chicago Tribune,
who compared Jobs’ futuristic vision with
Republicans who “think small” when it comes
to financing the welfare state. “If one can’t
help neighbors in need,” the columnist asked,
“it doesn’t speak well of figuring out the
future.”
Anyone who followed Jobs’ career will understand
what makes these comparisons so inapt.
First, Apple’s environmental track record
under Jobs, including its interest in “clean
energy,” was dismal. In the second instance,
Jobs’ passion for “helping neighbors in need”
seemed to be non-existent. There’s no record,
for example, that he ever gave a sou to charity.
That’s OK, explained a business writer in the
Times. Jobs had a “single-minded focus on

work over philanthropy” because he believed
“he could do more good focusing his energy
on continuing to expand Apple.”
This is a perfectly sensible argument. It’s
the same argument Milton Friedman made
against corporate philanthropy. The first
obligation of CEOs is to their company’s
shareholders, Friedman said, and if they think
it necessary to demonstrate their towering
compassion and elevated social conscience
through charitable activity, they should do it
on their own dime. The argument was usually
cited as evidence of Friedman’s heartlessness
and indifference to human suffering. It’s
strange to see a Friedmanian case made in the
New York Times.
Then again, Friedman didn’t invent the
iPhones and the Macs that are the modern
journalist’s constant playmates. Steve Jobs
did, and he sold them to the public using
a classic mix of flattery and status anxiety.
Remember the famous ad copy that Jobs
wrote himself? “Here’s to the crazy ones. The
rebels. The trouble-makers. The ones who see
things differently.” There is no more succinct
description of what business journalists
see when they look in the mirror. This is
how progressives in general see themselves.
Standing up to the Man. Speaking truth to
power. Daring to be different, as long as all
your colleagues are being different in the same
way. The herd of independent minds.
Jobs was one of a kind, of course, but his
exemption from the left’s usual contempt for
businesspeople has been stretched to include
nearly all the tech-industry leaders.

Consider Tim Cook. Apple’s environmental
record and reliance on cheap foreign workers
are no better under Cook than they were
under Jobs, yet Cook continues to ride Jobs’
coattails... getting a free ride from the people
who you would expect to be appalled at
Apple’s corporate behavior.
So does Sheryl Sandberg of Facebook, whose
bestseller Lean In is the baldest expression of
the “Let ‘em eat cake” philosophy since Marie
Antoinette lost her head.
As does Eric Schmidt, former chairman of
Google, when his company parks billions of
dollars in Bermuda and manages to reduce its
tax rate in Britain to roughly 2% – and when
he plays patty-cake with the plutocrats and
authoritarians of China.
Mark Zuckerberg recently announced that
Facebook would build a new corporate
headquarters, a town-within-a-town in Menlo
Park, California. Facebookville will feature
amenities to satisfy every human whim –
shops, housing, theaters, restaurants, and
public transportation – so his employees
would never have to leave the grounds.
There is an obvious precedent for
Zuckerberg’s plan. Many industrialists of the
19th century established company towns as
a way of keeping a close eye on workers and
their families. Company towns have been
a great bugaboo of progressive historians,
including Zinn, who saw them as the crudest
sort of life-denying exploitation. But scarcely
a peep of objection has been heard against
Zuckerberg’s creepy idea.
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HOW ROBBER BARONS BECAME ROBIN HOODS
Most of this – from Jobs’ planned
obsolescence to Schmidt’s romance with
the Chinese government to Sandberg’s
clueless classism – is fine by me. I would
rather sleep in a nest of copperheads than
live in Zuckerberg’s utopian community,
but he certainly has the right to build it and
encourage his employees to settle in. Business
people should legally and ethically do what
they have to do to protect and advance their
businesses.

These were men who violently built things
amid roars of smoke and fire, producing and
selling wares of gross physicality. What are
their products compared with the ethereal
time-waster Facebook or the slimly elegant
iPad? Google’s robber barons called their
first product a search engine, perhaps in
unconscious emulation of a distant era
when capitalists drilled and pumped and
manufactured things. Vroom, vroom, goes the
search engine.

But then, I’m a fan of rapacious capitalism
– capitalism red in tooth and claw, the less
regulated the better. I’m entitled to approve of
rapacious capitalists.

As Victor Davis Hanson, the great historian
of the classical world, has said, we can’t “drink
Facebook, eat Google, drive on Oracle, or live
in Apple.” But perhaps that’s precisely what
makes our new robber barons so appealing to
their admirers.

What’s jarring is when anti-capitalists approve
along with me, or at least happily ignore the
unpleasantness in approving the capitalists
who rely on it. Only a premeditated act of
will can keep a left-wing journalist from
noting the resemblance of his current heroes
bear to the old robber barons.
It helps, of course, that these tech titans are
Democrats. They share, or at least publicly
profess, the same progressive sympathies of
journalists and others on the left. This alone
may explain the free ride. But a comparison
of our present-day, not-a-robber barons with
the original 19th century robber barons is
instructive too.
How grubby they must look to the
progressive mind – Rockefeller’s oil
wells, Carnegie’s steel plants, the railroad
locomotives of Crocker and Huntington
belching soot across the pristine landscape.
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A capitalism detached from the physical helps
lift us higher and higher above the workers
who make things and grow things and dirty
their hands, as they did under Carnegie and
Rockefeller.
Under our new robber barons, such people
are rendered obsolete – or at least moved
offshore and out of sight. Which is the way
the anti-business business writer likes it.
Andrew Ferguson is the author of
several books, including Crazy U: One
Dad’s Crash Course on Getting His
Kid into College. He is
a former speechwriter
for President George H.
W. Bush and a current
senior editor at The
Weekly Standard.

50% OF SILICON
VALLEY BILLIONAIRES
NOW PREPARING FOR
A CRISIS?
While middle class Americans are pouring money into
the stock market…
Some of the richest people in Silicon Valley are doing
something that is pretty much the exact opposite.
I’m talking about folks like:
Peter Thiel (founder of Paypal)
Steve Huffman (founder of Reddit)
Mark Zuckerberg (founder of Facebook)
Tim Chang (of Mayfield venture capital)
Larry Ellison (founder of Oracle)
Reid Hoffman (founder of LinkedIn)
If you care about your family… your money…
and your future, I strongly encourage you to
find out what these folks are doing…
And why it might be important for you to do
something similar… right away.
Everything is explained on my research firm’s website, right here…
P.S. Most Americans don’t know there’s one simple and very
inexpensive thing you can do to protect yourself. Learn more here…

QUIZZED
AT THE
URINAL

The day before the conference, I went
downhill mountain biking on the B-Line at
Whistler – which is incredibly thrilling, to
me, at least. And here’s a cellphone photo
from the Sprott Boat Cruise we took after the
first day:

AN IMPORTANT UPDATE
ON WHAT COULD BE YOUR
LAST BULL MARKET...
When I can’t even use the restroom
in peace, I know we’re at the top of
the market...

By Dr. Steve
Sjuggerud

I know how “hot” an investing idea is the
moment I step off the podium after giving a
speech.
If I draw a huge crowd right after speaking,
and people are asking a ton of questions
about exactly how to take advantage of the
idea, then I know we’re getting close to the
top.
The craziest time was when the questions
continued even as I made my way into the
restroom – and even as I stood
at the urinal. Then I knew the
idea was at a top.
I tell you this because I recently
spoke at the Sprott Natural
Resources Symposium in
Vancouver conference. The
conference is always a fantastic
event. And the Vancouver
area is my favorite place in the
world in the summertime...
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What’s not to like about this part of the
world, this time of year?
This time around, I talked about the “Melt
Up.”
I shared this chart, which shows that the
Nasdaq went up 100% during the final year
of the last Melt Up... and that most of those
gains really happened in its last five months.
Take a look:

I said that I expected we could see a similar
type of Melt Up this time around. Nobody
cared... Instead of getting mobbed by an
excited crowd... “How do I trade it?”...
“What do I buy?”... Nobody really asked me
anything afterward. I got “crickets.”
It’s all right. I know what it means. It tells me
that nobody cares about U.S. stocks. Still.
It blows my mind. We’re more than eight
years into this bull market – and nobody cares
about stocks yet. It’s shocking.
It’s not just individual investors. Fund
managers feel the same way. My friend David
Tice, an investing expert and former manager
of the Prudent Bear Fund, tells me that “U.S.
fund managers haven’t been this underweight
U.S. stocks since 2008.”
It’s crazy.
It also tells me that there’s still PLENTY of
upside left in U.S. stocks.
Remember the market peak in real estate,
when EVERYBODY was “in real estate”?
I expect we will have a similar feeling about
the stock market when it peaks. We are still a
long way from that.
Again, I can tell how popular an investing
idea is by the size of the crowd I draw after
I step down from the podium. This week, I
talked about my Melt Up thesis – and nobody
cared.
When U.S. stocks get so popular that I’m still
getting questions all the way to the urinal, I
will let you know... We are definitely not there
yet. There’s still plenty of upside ahead...

Dr. Steve Sjuggerud first wrote about his “Melt
Up” thesis in our inaugural issue of American
Consequences.
Since then, Steve’s research was highlighted
at a private investment conference by one
of the biggest names on Wall Street. In early
July, well-known institutional investor David
Tice called Steve “brilliant” – and said he has
been following his Melt Up work closely –
live on financial television. (See the clip for
yourself right here. The reference begins a
little after the 2:00 mark.) And late last month,
veteran market strategist Ed Yardeni echoed
Steve’s bullish call... even borrowing Steve’s
terminology.
If you’re an investor or retiree intrigued by
Steve’s Melt Up research... and want to know
what sectors and stocks will see the biggest
gains... you owe it to yourself to learn more.
You can get access to Steve’s research –
including his Melt Up “blueprint” by clicking
right here. (Your access includes a 30-day,
100% risk-free guarantee.)
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“The North may now have several plutonium-based nuclear warheads that it can deliver by
ballistic missiles and aircraft as well as by unconventional means.”
Lt. General Ronald Burgess, Director, U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency, March 10, 2011

NORTH KOREA’S
INEVITABLE
NUCLEAR THREAT
IS HERE

By Michael H. Maggelet, retired U.S. Air Force
nuclear weapons team chief
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NUCLEAR THREAT

The day, more than
a decade in progress,
has arrived.
The nuclear arsenal of the Democratic
People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) is
now a direct threat to the U.S. The nation
first tested a nuclear device in 2006. It
yielded around an estimated 500 tons TNT
equivalent (about 1/30 the power of the
bomb dropped on Hiroshima). Since then, its
nuclear arsenal and capability has grown.
North Korea’s weapon engineering and
scientific community has designed smaller
and more modernized weapons, increased
weapon yields, and developed the means
to deliver weapons on target. It has also
purchased nuclear weapon design technology.1
In early 2015, DPRK media released
photographs and video of the nation’s leader,
General Kim Jong Un, touring a missile
facility and examining a mockup nuclear
warhead. Due to security classification
issues, I can’t go into too many details on the
features of the DPRK warhead, but there are
some unclassified historical aspects of the U.S.
and Soviet arsenals that we can use to gauge
development.
The North’s nuclear arsenal is small, and
one can derive the size and progress of their
stockpile from unclassified intelligence
analysis of weapons-grade plutonium and
uranium production. It is quite possible for
a nation like the DPRK to produce a nuclear
warhead using as little as four kilograms of
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plutonium-239, while a gun-type assembled
weapon can be constructed using 52.5
kilograms of uranium-235.2
This would place the North’s stockpile
at around a dozen warheads, more than
adequate to place Pacific Rim population
centers and U.S. and allied military bases
under the threat of nuclear annihilation.
The question is, which type of nuclear
weapons do the North Koreans possess?

PROGRESSION OF
PIT DESIGN
Nuclear safety was enhanced by keeping the
nuclear capsule separate in early U.S., Soviet,
and U.K. weapons.
Implosion (Gadget, Fat Man)

Capsule

High
explosive
shell

Open Pit Weapon - Manual Insertion Method: Nuclear
capsule is removed from its storage container (Birdcage)
and manually inserted into the high explosive shell, by the
aircrew, en route to the target.

Automatic In-Flight Insertion

Motordriven
screw

Capsule

High
explosive
shell

Open Pit Weapon - Automatic In-Flight Insertion (AIFI):
Nuclear capsule is inserted into the weapons IFI tube, but
not into the high-explosive shell, by technicians. The aircrew
electrically inserts the capsule into the high-explosive shell
en route to the target. Above drawings sourced from Building
the Bombs.

The first U.S. nuclear weapons in 1945 were
the implosion “Fat Man” (FM) bomb, which
used two plutonium-239 hemispheres placed
in a central cavity of a 5,000-pound highexplosive lens system, and the gun-type “Little
Boy,” using a solid uranium-235 projectile
fired into U-235 target rings.3 While crude
laboratory devices, these weapons became
the basis for future weapons development
– leading to levitated-pit bombs with
insertable nuclear components by 1947, early
thermonuclear warheads in 1954, and by
1956, sealed-pit, one-point safe, fission, and
boosted thermonuclear weapons.4 It wasn’t
until 1962 that the final FM-type implosion
bomb, the Mark 6 Mod 6, was retired from
the U.S. stockpile. The last gun-type weapon,
the W33 artillery-fired atomic projectile,
was being removed from the stockpile
when I arrived in Germany.
Looking at the photos of the nation’s
mockup warhead, it’s apparent from
various angles that the DPRK has
designed and produced, on a limited

basis, a medium-sized implosion system
with detachable components to include
an electronic cartridge and firing set/Xunit. There are some deficiencies which
I won’t address, but other features of the
warhead show a sophisticated level of design
engineering.
Such a small-diameter system, similar to the
long-retired U.S. Mark 7 warhead and the
Soviet RDS-4 bomb, can readily be adapted
to a number of systems – from air-dropped
bombs, short-range rockets, mediumrange ballistic missiles, and long-range
missile warheads. The Mark 7 warhead was
approximately 30 inches in diameter, and
used 92 detonators.5

More than adequate to place
Pacific Rim population centers and
U.S. and allied military bases under
the threat of nuclear annihilation.

North Korea’s nuclear warheads
are likely similar to the
‘50s-technology Mark 7 fission
bomb.Inset – a specialist tests
detonator contacts on the
warhead (photo of Mark 7 bomb:
Wikipedia. Mark 7 warhead:
Department of Energy Historical
Films).
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The drawback to this manual system is the
time required to insert the nuclear capsule.
On some U.S. warheads, it took between
eight to 20 minutes. In addition, this method
of assembly suffers from many operational
setbacks, ranging from one-point safety of
the assembled warhead to the length of time
to mate the combat-ready reentry vehicle to
the liquid-fueled missile (the DPRK does
not have a solid-fuel intercontinental ballistic
missile (“ICBM”) or submarine-launched
ballistic missile (“SLBM”) capability yet).
Several early U.S. nuclear weapons by 1951
used automatic in-flight insertion (“AIFI”),
where an electro-mechanical screwjack
mechanism moved the capsule into the
weapon’s high-explosive sphere on command
just before combat drop, or final missile
arming and fusing. A weapon using this
mechanism could sit ground alert with the
capsule stored in a nearby secure building or
van, ready to be placed into the warhead by
trained specialists when directed (this method
was done with the Matador ground launched
missile overseas in the ‘50’s).
From a nuclear-safety standpoint, the capsule
of nuclear material was kept separate from
the weapon's high explosive and stored in a
carrying case (nicknamed a “birdcage”). This
was not possible for the Trinity device, nor
the Fat Man Mark 3 bomb assembled during
the 1946 Operation Crossroads Able test. A
major drawback of the fully assembled solidpit design is the lack of one-point safety. A
declassified Strategic Air Command historical
study postulated that in case of a one-point
detonation of the weapon’s high explosive
(“HE”), there was a 15% chance of a 40-ton
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nuclear contribution. If the capsule were
outside the central cavity, but adjacent to
the HE sphere as in the AIFI weapons, at
most the contribution would be equal to the
HE content of the warhead – unintentional
detonation of a warhead with a 500-pound
HE content could theoretically result in a
500-pound nuclear contribution.6
Thus, early DPRK warheads may not be
safe from an operational standpoint, posing
a risk if they are assembled and mated to
rockets and missiles during an international
crisis. The prospect of an accidental low-yield
nuclear detonation in North Korea is real.
As for statements that the North detonated
a “thermonuclear warhead,” the possibility
exists that the DPRK used thermonuclear
fuels in a device primary. A variety of
thermonuclear fuels and methods could be
used, ranging from a Soviet style “sloika”
(layer cake) single-stage, thermonuclearimplosion system, to gas boosting of the
primary. It should be noted that all modern
sealed-pit U.S. nuclear warheads are
“inherently one-point safe.” 7
A nuclear weapon is considered one-point safe
if the probability of achieving a nuclear yield
greater than four pounds of TNT equivalent
in an accidental high-explosive detonation
is no higher than one in a million, per the
Nuclear Matters Handbook from the U.S.
Department of Defense.
Perhaps the most effective means, and safest
from an operational standpoint, was the
development of the hollow-boosted primary,
where a thin shell of nuclear material is used.8

MODERN BOOSTED
THERMONUCLEAR
WARHEAD
Unclassified depiction of a two-stage
thermonuclear warhead (Defense Threat
Reduction Agency). Unclassified illustration of
a staged weapon.
Reentry Body

Primary

Secondary

Radiation
case

A specialist holds a mockup sealed pit with
tubing. Photo: U.S. Department of Energy.

There is no evidence that the DPRK currently
possesses such technology. However, the People’s
Republic of China (PRC) certainly does, and
there’s no reason to doubt that such technology
for small primaries and two-stage radiation
implosion devices will be passed along to their
allies despite proliferation concerns.

North Koreans are testing solid propellants
for use on medium-range ballistic missiles and
submarine-launched ballistic missiles. With
a large stockpile of conventional munitions,
fuel-air explosive, chemical, and biological
weapons, the DPRK arsenal of artillery,
rocketry, and missiles is formidable with roadmobile systems and underground storage
facilities.
Last year on February 7, the North launched
a Unha-3 (Taepodong-2) three-stage, liquidfueled missile, lofting into orbit a KMS-3
observation satellite weighing a reported 200
kilograms (440 pounds).9 While the DPRK
does not possess a reentry vehicle in this small
weight range, future development of multiple
reentry vehicles is a possibility within the next
decade.
ICBM capability was demonstrated this
year on July 3, when an Hwasong two-stage
missile successfully completed a high-altitude
flight. Video and photographs from several
sources show that the Hwasong ICBM with
a 4.92-foot diameter and tapered reentry
vehicle is capable of mounting the current
stockpile of DPRK nuclear warheads.10

Chemical and Biological
Weapons

Advancements in Rocket and
Missile Technology

The threat of North Korea’s missiles is not
solely nuclear.

Photographic analysis of DPRK systems
by German researcher Norbert Brugge has
shown significant progress in the field of
solid- rocket booster technology, and the

Like most communist nations, the North
has stockpiled thousands of tons of chemical
weapons. This material is stored in a variety
of forms – including warheads for rockets
and missiles, aircraft bombs, and wing tanks,
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with agents such as mustard,
phosgene, sarin, and VX. 11
On February 13, DPRK agents
used a binary VX to assassinate
Kim Jong Nam, the older halfbrother of Kim Jong Un.

Fielding such a device is within
the realm of possibility for DPRK
unconventional forces.

Special Operations
The North maintains around 180,000 specialoperations commandos with a wide range of
infiltration methods. While the full range of
their capabilities are outside the scope of this
article, the DPRK has continually used covert
means to infiltrate the South since the Korean
Armistice of 1953, resulting in bombings,
assassinations, and terrorist attacks.

1 IAEA Board Report: Implementation of the NPT
Safeguards Agreement and relevant provisions of Security
Council resolutions in the Islamic Republic of Iran, 8
November 2011.
2 “Hypothetically, a mass of four kilograms of plutonium or
uranium-233 is sufficient for one nuclear explosive device.”
Restricted Data Declassification Decision 8, p.23. U.S.
Department of Energy, 1 Jan 2002. Unclassified. Hereafter
references as RDD-8. The note on U-235 quantity in a
gun assembled weapon is contained in the US DOE Office
of Declassification determination dated August 19, 2014
“Declassification of sufficiency of 52.5 kg of U-235 for a
gun-type weapon; Specific Materials\Uranium” by Under
Secretary Matthew Moury.
3 “The fact that the 280 mm and 8 inch gun-type nuclear
weapons contain four rings” and “The fact that in the
280 mm gun-type nuclear weapons, the projectile (solid
cylinder) is fired into the target rings” is in RDD-8, p. 73. This
information was declassified in 1964 as part of an espionage
case.
4 A sanitized development of U.S. nuclear weapons is
featured in numerous declassified videos by U.S. DOE
Historical Films, specifically the series "Atomic Weapons
Orientation", parts 1-4, and the Operation Castle series. Many
of these videos are featured on Youtube.com.
5 RDD-8, p. 74.
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On an interesting note, the U.S. fielded
man-portable atomic demolitions in the early
‘60s, including the T-4 Atomic Demolition
Munition. The T-4 was derived from the
Mark 9 atomic projectile, and consisted of
four 40-pound components, carried to the
target by a special forces, SEAL, or ADM
platoon, where it was then assembled and
the timer mechanism activated. Yield of the
gun-type ADM was around 15 kilotons, and
fielding such a device is within the realm of
possibility for DPRK unconventional forces.12

6 Strategic Air Command Historical Study 73, Volume 1, 1
Jan 58-30 June 58, pp. 78-79. Declassified from Top Secret
Restricted Data. "History of the Mark 6 Bomb", by Sandia
Corporation, November 1967, glossary. Declassified from
Secret Restricted Data.
7 RDD-8, p. 74. Additionally, the U.S. extensively tested
weapons for one-point safety during the Cold War era.
8 RDD-8, p. 70.
9 “Kwangmyongsong 4” data on Gunter’s Space Page.
http://space.skyrocket.de/doc_sdat/kwangmyongsong-4.htm
10 "The Newest North Korean Nuclear ICBM 'Hwasong-14'
(HS-14)" by Robert Brugge. http://www.b14643.de/
Spacerockets/Specials/Hwasong-14/index.htm
11 "38 North", an in-depth website detailing military,
economic, and political developments in the DPRK.
http://www.38north.org/
12 Information on the T-4 ADM from "History of the Mk 54
Warhead", p. 17. Sandia Corporation, Albuqurque, NM, no
date. Declassified from Secret Restricted Data.
13 "Test 184- The 1962 EMP Test over Kazakhstan" by Jerry
Emanuelson.
http://www.futurescience.com/emp/test184.html

Electromagnetic Pulse Threat
Much has been presented on the
electromagnetic pulse (“EMP”) threat posed
by a high-altitude nuclear bust over the U.S.,
but we should bear in mind that the weapons
used in the Pacific tests in the early ‘60s were
megaton-range warheads.

On a positive note, the Republic of Korea
(South Korea) has a modern military and
air force capable of dealing with the North
Korean threat, and the presence of U.S. and
allied forces deters outright hostilities on the
part of the North.
While military options are certainly on the
table with the DPRK, diplomatic efforts are
necessary in the face of a relentless adversary
on the verge of acquiring a limited, yet
potent, nuclear capability.

In order to address the effects of low-yield
weapons and EMP effects, I requested several
documents from the Department of Energy
in early 2017. Interestingly enough,
much of the pertinent data was heavily
Several exo-atmospheric bursts at
redacted, proving beyond a reasonable
specific points across the U.S. could
doubt that megaton-yield weapons
are not necessary for regionwide EMP
inflict EMP damage on a mass scale.
effects – damaging electronic equipment
out to 600 miles from burst zero.13
Information from past Soviet exo-atmospheric
shots in the 300-kiloton range supports this
Michael H. Maggelet is a retired U.S. Air
as well.
Therefore, while low-yield weapons will not
produce the wide-ranging effects over the
continental U.S., several exo-atmospheric
bursts at specific points across the U.S. could
inflict EMP damage on a mass scale.

Where We Stand Today
During the Cold War, the Soviet Union and its
allies routinely trained terrorist organizations
to conduct operations against the West, while
promoting the facade of détente.
The DPRK has conducted terrorist operations
overseas for decades, ranging from bombings
of airliners to attempted assassinations of
heads of state.

Force nuclear weapons team chief. During his
career from 1980 to 1995, he worked on the
B43, B57, B61, W69/SRAM,
and B83 nuclear weapons,
and had assignments in New
Hampshire, New York, West
Germany, and South Dakota.
He is the author of two books
on nuclear weapons accidents
with James C. Oskins: Broken
Arrow: The Declassified History
of U.S. Nuclear Weapons
Accidents (2008), and Broken
Arrow: Volume II (2010).
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THE MONSTER
IN THE
SHIPPING BOX
ONE COMPANY WANTS TO SINK
ITS TEETH INTO EVERYTHING
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Think of it as "Halloween for Internet Businesses."
American companies are frightened of
the boogeyman named Amazon. But that
doesn’t keep them from wanting to be like
the boogeyman named Amazon...
• The company was mentioned 635 times
in the last 90 days of earnings calls and
corporate events... and 1,800 times in the
past year, according to data compiled by
Bloomberg.
• Jeff Bezos, the company's founder,
briefly surpassed Microsoft co-founder
Bill Gates to become the richest person
on Earth.
• And antitrust chatter has started to
get more headlines... with pundits
speculating on which company will be
the next loser as Amazon moves into
its turf.
Amazon is one of the greatest businesses
ever built, founded on the premise that
the Internet would replace brick-andmortar retail.
That core foundation remains intact...
for Amazon. But the scores of imitation
get-big-fast businesses following in its
footsteps are costing investors billions.

In the two articles that follow, we show
the two sides of Amazon...
The first comes from Dan Ferris – a
respected financial analyst and editor of
Extreme Value.
He is skeptical about Amazon imitators...
While vision and growth saw Amazon
through to profitability, that doesn't
mean vision and growth are a substitute
for profitability. The odds are way, way
against your finding another Amazon.
As usual, everybody's looking in the
rearview mirror.
Our second is from American
Consequences regular contributor Dr.
David Eifrig.
He shares his "buy" recommendation of
Amazon, previously published for his paid
Retirement Millionaire subscribers... noting
that Amazon shares are trading at a high
valuation, but it doesn't take much basic
math to understand just how wonderful
this business is. And if you have a longterm view, he believes it's as close to a
guarantee for investing success as you
can get.
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Investors have gotten
manic many times in the
past, frequently for
profitless companies.
It always turns out badly.

‘LOSS IS
THE NEW
BLACK’

CLICK HERE TO
READ THE WEB VERSION
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By Dan Ferris

I

nvestors today are making one of
the quintessential and most often repeated
mistakes of all time...
They have fallen too deeply in love with risky
situations. They’ve forgotten basic concepts
like risk and profitability.
Earlier this year, marketing entrepreneur
and NYU business-school professor Scott
Galloway gave a 24-minute presentation
at a conference titled, “How Amazon Is
Dismantling Retail.”
Galloway argued that, “Amazon has essentially
changed the relationship between companies and
shareholders... It has replaced profits with vision
and growth.”
Galloway’s remarks about Amazon perfectly
encapsulate the big mistake equity investors
are making right now: believing there’s ever
a substitute in business for profitability.
Yes, vision and growth saw Amazon through
to profitability. Anybody who has read
Amazon’s incredible 1997 shareholder letter
– to which CEO Jeff Bezos still refers today
– knows of its grand vision (which mentions
profitability as a key goal, by the way). But
that doesn’t mean vision and growth are

a substitute for profitability. There is no
substitute for profitability.
Investors have pushed that reality aside and
fallen in love with companies that have
a great story and a soaring share price...
regardless of profitability. What they don’t
realize is that equity only has value if a company
earns a profit. That means there’s a much
higher probability than investors currently
acknowledge that unprofitable highfliers
might be worth... zero.
Amazon was founded in 1994 and became
profitable in 2003. Since then, it has earned a
total of about $14.2 billion in pretax income.
It trades at a market cap of more than $450
billion – about 32 times all the profits it has
ever produced since its founding.
The company has revolutionized the
e-commerce marketplace. Amazon dominates
online retail. It started with books. But today,
Amazon’s marketplace for third-party sellers,
video streaming, “one-click shopping,” and
two-day shipping services attract buyers of
everything from consumable media to clothes
to auto parts and more. And Amazon Web
Services dominates cloud computing.
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Over the past 10 years, Amazon’s sales grew
more than 800% from $14.8 billion to $136
billion. Its stock price has appreciated from a
split-adjusted $1.50 at its 1997 IPO to more
than $1,000, a more than 600-fold gain.
Amazon’s ranking in the S&P 500 based on
various measures gives you a good idea of how
deeply in love investors have fallen with it...
The massive company is ranked fourth out
of 500 companies by market cap. Just three
S&P 500 companies are valued higher today:
Apple, Alphabet (“Google”), and Microsoft.
And yet it’s ranked just 93rd for net income
over the last 12 months.
Amazon is the World Dominator of
online retail, the World Dominator of
cloud computing, and probably the World
Dominator of other stuff I can’t recall right
now. It’s one of the greatest businesses in
history.
I doubt its potential is anywhere near fully
tapped. I bet one day, it will completely take
over all the non-fun parts of its Amazon
Prime customers’ shopping – everything
from socks and underwear to groceries, pet
supplies, lawn and garden... you name it.
Then instead of getting $1,300 in annual
revenue per Prime customer, perhaps it will
hit $5,000 or even $10,000 per year. (NonPrime shoppers spend about $700 each year.)
I expect at some point in the near future,
Amazon will send Prime shoppers a box once
or twice a month, and they’ll decide what to
keep and what to send back. It will become
the operating system for shopping in your
life. As long as you have Amazon Prime, you’ll
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Three of the six
manias in my lifetime
featured profitless
companies roaring to
great heights. Each
time, investors forgot
there’s no such thing
as an investment that’s
good at any price.

never worry about running out of essential
items again.
Perhaps by valuing Amazon at 32 times
all the profit it has ever earned, investors
are discounting these future possibilities...
in addition to the high improbability any
competitor ever unseats it or even dents it.
Though there’s only one Amazon, investors
seem to think there can be more than one...
Investors have fallen too deeply in love
with companies trying to imitate Amazon’s
formula for market dominance by growing
fast while incurring huge net losses. It worked
once, it can work again, right? The answer is
effectively, no. The odds are way, way against
you finding another Amazon. As usual,
everybody’s looking in the rearview mirror.
Galloway noted the huge losses being
incurred by similarly visionary, fast-growing
companies...
Snap Inc. – the maker of image-messaging
and multimedia mobile app Snapchat – grew
revenues nearly 600% in a year, from $59
million in 2015 to $415 million in 2016.

Investors love it, but it’s not profitable. Snap
lost $373 million in 2015 and $515 million
last year. Shortly after its IPO earlier this
year, it reported a $2.2 billion loss in the first
quarter of 2017. The share price fell 20% the
next day.
Information on ride-hailing service Uber is
limited since it’s not a public company. But
various sources say it produced $3.8 billion
in revenue in the first nine months of 2016
– nearly triple the $1.4 billion it did in the
same period of 2015. And yet, it reportedly
lost $2.8 billion in 2016.
Galloway stared out at his audience and
dryly concluded, “Loss is the new black.” In
other words... vision, growth, and losses
have replaced profitability as the business
attributes that investors most reliably
reward in the marketplace.
Again, that Amazon is finally profitable
doesn’t matter. It’s not Amazon’s profitability
that the new loss makers believe they’re
imitating. They’re imitating the quest for
rapid growth and dominance without a
priority on profitability – a goal achieved very,
very rarely.
He continued...
This might not end well. This might
be the wrong strategy long term.
It might have some underpinnings
of something scary brewing in the
economy... But the reality is that retail
investors love this model of vision and
growth, and they ignore profits or a
lack thereof.
I must credit Galloway for not saying, “Profits

don’t matter anymore.” He said they don’t
matter to retail investors anymore. And he’s
right. That’s the real problem here. (Galloway
is more in tune with the financial markets
than I’d previously thought. He recently
pointed out some fin-de-siècle warning signs
in retail and technology and noted that it’s
been several years since the last market crash.)
Mom and Pop have fallen in love with stories
about companies that don’t make any money
because they think they’re buying the next
Amazon. They’re buying equities with the
mentality of a lottery-ticket buyer.
The world as it exists: Equity only has value
over the long term if a company earns a
profit.
The world as investors see it: Fast-growing,
visionary businesses will succeed at becoming
the next Amazon despite massive losses and
extremely low odds of success.

WHEN THINGS GET MANIC,
SMART INVESTORS KEEP
THEIR DISTANCE
Investors have gotten manic many times in
the past, frequently for profitless companies.
But profits or not, it always turns out badly.
Three of the six manias in my lifetime
featured profitless companies roaring to great
heights. Each time, investors forgot there’s no
such thing as an investment that’s good at any
price.
The first one happened around the time I
was born in the early 1960s. Technology
companies with “-tron” or “-onics” in their
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name (like Powertron Ultrasonics) doubled
and tripled the day of their IPOs and traded
as high as 100 times earnings.
The mania pushed the broader market higher
for a little while, as it often does. The Dow
Jones Industrial Average peaked at 734.9 in
late 1961... and bottomed at 535.8 in early
1962 – a 27% nosedive. Manias always end
badly, even when they’re about profitable
companies.
It happened again in the late ‘60s and
early ‘70s, when the so-called “Nifty Fifty”
companies (50 popular large-cap stocks
on the NYSE) were presumed to be such
wonderful businesses that they could be
bought at any price, even 80-100 times
earnings. Stocks like Polaroid and Avon
Products soared, and they ended up losing
80%-90% of their value as they hit bottom in
1973.
It happened in the late 1970s when gold
and gold stocks (many with no revenues or
profits) roared, ruining many investors in
the early 1980s when then-Federal Reserve
Chairman Paul Volcker ratcheted interest
rates sharply higher. Gold peaked at $850 an
ounce in January 1980 and fell about 65% to
right around $300 per ounce by mid-1982. It
finally bottomed around $250 per ounce in
1999.
It happened during the biotech boom of the
1980s, when biotech stocks soared, most
with no profits, some with no revenues. It
happened in the late 1990s when anything
with “.com” at the end of its name (many
with no profits) was presumed a great
investment. It happened with mortgage
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providers and homebuilders in the early
2000s.
And now in 2017, it’s happening with fastgrowing visionary businesses that think they’re
imitating Amazon, like Snap and Uber.
With zero profits to invest back into their
businesses, these companies will eventually
fail... And investors who piled in will suffer.
It’s always a bad idea to participate in a
mania. Investors forget every single time that
everything is cyclical and manias always crash
after a few years.
It’s easy to see why it’s wrong to emphasize
growth and vision over profits: Without
profits, you’ll go out of business and your
vision will die. But looking into the future
is hard. Let’s instead look backward at a
historical “loss is the new black” moment
from the dot-com era.
This story was published in the Wall Street
Journal on May 16, 2000 in an interview with
then-CEO of MotherNature.com, Michael
Barach.
MotherNature.com was an online healthproducts retailer. It offered “30,000 vitamins,
herbs, and supplements. And expert advice. On
everything from breast tenderness to gout. In
complete and total privacy.”

Losses may be the new
black, but you’ll freeze
to death if that’s all
you’re wearing when the
weather changes.

It went public at $13 per share on December
10, 1999. It raised $195 million in that IPO,
and its share price peaked at $14.56. By
Barach’s May 2000 interview, MotherNature.
com had $35 million left with no profits in
sight. And its share price had collapsed to $2
(-86%).
When asked if public-equity markets were
crazy to emphasize growth and brand
building to the exclusion of everything else,
Barach told the Wall Street Journal, “Only
history will tell, but it makes a lot of sense. The
capital markets and the public chose to finance
the Internet.”
Asked about his company’s initial strategy,
Barach said, “We had a GBF strategy. GBF
stands for Get Big Fast... Growing revenue does
not blend well with becoming profitable. But it’s
OK as long as the market rewards that.”
Like Galloway seems to do, Barach accepts
the stock market’s verdict without question.
Also like Galloway, Barach focused on the
short term, specifically the recent past. He
wasn’t thinking about getting a long-term
return while recognizing and controlling risk.
At the time of the interview, MotherNature.
com had abandoned “Get Big Fast.”
According to Barach, the company was
already operating under “a totally different
mindset,” spending “as little money as possible,”
and it was “not as focused on 40% growth.”
“It’s relatively easy to buy revenue,” Barach
concluded. “What’s hard is to get profits.”
MotherNature.com shut down in early 2001.
Barach learned all too late that GBF is no

substitute for profits – the singular financial
hallmark of a real business.
Another quick example is Global Crossing,
the dot-com era telecommunications provider
that wanted to connect the whole world with
fiber-optic cables. There was plenty of growth
there, and lots of vision too. Investors loved
it. Revenues grew nearly tenfold in just three
years, from $420 million in 1998 to $3.8
billion in 2000.
But it was unprofitable and overleveraged.
Global Crossing racked up $2.3 billion in net
losses and more than $12 billion in debt. The
company started up in 1997, went public in
1998, and went bankrupt in 2001.
Paying up for losses because you think you’re
buying the next Amazon is crazy (or at least
super risky). But overpaying for a profitable
company can destroy your long-term returns,
too...
IT and networking World Dominator Cisco
Systems’ revenue grew roughly tenfold from
$2.2 billion in 1995 to $22.3 billion in 2001.
It earned a big profit every year (and still
does). But anybody who bought the stock
between November 1999 and January 2001
is still underwater almost 18 years later. If you
paid the all-time high price of around $80 a
share in 2000, forget about breaking even in
this lifetime. Shares are around $33 right now.
It’s the same with Microsoft. The software
giant grew revenues nearly threefold, from
$8.7 billion in 1996 to $25.3 billion in 2001.
It made huge profits every year. But if you
bought it at the 2000 top, you had to wait 17
years to break even.
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If a firm – even a highly profitable one –
grows really fast, it’s likely investors will
overpay for it and lose money on their
investment. If the company never gets
profitable, or becomes only marginally
profitable, it’s still unlikely that investors will
realize an adequate return.
A business has to generate enough profit
relative to what an investor pays for it before
it’s reasonable to expect an adequate return.
None of the companies Galloway mentioned
are doing anything close to that.
Investors seduced by growth and vision are
making these same mistakes again, right
now...
Losses may be the new black, but you’ll freeze
to death if that’s all you’re wearing when the
weather changes. When things get manic,
smart investors keep their distance.

IT’S NOT ‘DIFFERENT
THIS TIME’
How likely is it for a company to become the
next Amazon? Highly unlikely.
Amazon is currently valued at nearly $500
billion, even though it only earned $2.4
billion in profits last year.
Uber is valued at $70 billion, but it lost $2.8
billion in 2016. Snap is valued at a little less
than $20 billion, but it lost $515 million.
A lot of investors will lose a lot of the money
they’ve put into stocks like Snap if those
companies never turn a profit. Even if they do
become profitable, they’ll never earn enough
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profit fast enough to grow into their current
valuations. If Uber and other overvalued
private companies go public at their current
reported private valuations, I’m willing to bet
big investor losses will result.
Amazon is the model for these other
companies and its bottom line is nowhere
near caught up to its enormous market cap.
But the would-be Amazon imitators are either
barely profitable or taking huge losses (like
Snap and Uber). Their value has yet to be
established, yet private- and public-market
investors confidently value them in the tens of
billions.
None of these companies are investments.
They’re pure speculations.
Those retail investors Galloway mentions
seem to believe what no one should ever
believe: It’s different this time. This time, the
laws of economics have been suspended or
permanently changed, and investing is no
longer about cash return on invested capital
or even earning any profit at all.
I promise you, it’s never different this time.
Profits always matter. They matter most
when everyone believes they don’t, because
that’s the moment of greatest vulnerability to
naïve investors.
Benjamin Graham – the father of value
investing – once said the market is a voting
machine in the short run and a weighing
machine in the long run.
The voting machine has elected Amazon and
Snap, among others. We can’t predict how
long it will take... But I expect the weighing
machine to declare Amazon’s share price in

need of dramatic weight loss and to encourage
Snap to get its affairs in order and spend time
with loved ones.
Amazon will remain a fantastic business, but
its share price could correct sharply (at which
time it could be a great buy). If Snap doesn’t
stop losing money within a couple years, it
could go bankrupt.
Equity gets its value from whatever is left over
after a company pays everybody else. Equity
investors are the least senior and riskiest claim
on a corporation’s assets and earnings. When
a company liquidates, equity holders are the
last to get paid, after (in order of seniority)
secured creditors, unpaid wage earners, taxes,
trade creditors, unsecured debt holders,
subordinated unsecured debt holders, and
preferred stockholders (if any).
Even if the company never liquidates, all
those people must be paid before equity
holders can get dividends.
Equity only has value if there’s something
left over for investors after all those other
commitments are met. That excess is cash
profit. Equity only has value if a company
earns a profit.
If you think “this time is different” and we’re
in a “new era” where profitability doesn’t
matter to equity investors, you’re wrong.

If baseball legend
Yogi Berra were
alive, surely he’d say
the mania in equities
is “like déjà vu all
over again.”

It’s never “different this time” when it comes
to human nature.
Solomon knew this. In Ecclesiastes 1:9,
(according to tradition) he wrote, “The thing
that hath been, it is that which shall be; and
that which is done is that which shall be
done: and there is no new thing under the
sun.”
Shakespeare knew it. He wrote in Sonnet
59...
If there be nothing new, but that
which is
Hath been before, how are our brains
beguil’d,
Which, labouring for invention, bear
amiss
The second burthen of a former child!
Philosopher George Santayana knew it. He
wrote, “When experience is not retained,
as among savages, infancy is perpetual.
Those who cannot remember the past are
condemned to repeat it.”
If baseball legend Yogi Berra were alive, surely
he’d say the mania in equities is “like déjà vu
all over again.”
Fast-growing, visionary companies are
alluring, no doubt about it. They seem like
easy money. And most people just don’t have
the kind of memory you’d need to resist the
apparent allure of easy money in publicsecurities markets. But to not get killed in
stocks – and to make money in the aftermath
of a market mania – you must look beyond
the current emotionally charged moment to
a time when it will seem stupid to have done
what everyone is doing today.
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Fear is the dominant emotion in the market
at all times. It’s fear of losing more at the
bottom and fear of missing out at the top.
Besides the hit-me-in-the-face moment I
think any experienced investor would feel
when watching Scott Galloway’s presentation,
there are quantitative measures that tell me to
be careful right now too.

THE SECOND-WORST
TIME IN HISTORY TO BUY
U.S. STOCKS
The dot-com bubble was the most overpriced
moment in U.S. stock market history, as
measured by Harvard business professor
Robert Shiller’s cyclically adjusted 10-year
average price-to-earnings (P/E) ratios.
The dot-com bubble peaked at a Shiller P/E
ratio of 44. The 1929 crash was preceded by
the second-highest Shiller P/E of 30. That’s
about where the Shiller P/E is today... it
surpassed 30 this summer.
According to daily closing price data
compiled by Bloomberg back to 1990, the
dot-com bubble was also the most overpriced
moment by price-to-sales ratio (2.35 times
sales). By this measure, today is the second
most expensive moment in U.S. stock market
history.
Investors who buy stocks at hyper-expensive
moments tend to do poorly for years
afterward. March 23, 2000 was the only other
time besides right now that the S&P 500 rose
above two times sales. From the day’s close
(1,527.35), the index fell 49% to 776.76 on
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October 9, 2002. The S&P 500 didn’t get
back to its 2000 peak price level until mid2007. The S&P 500 didn’t eclipse its October
2007 peak until the first quarter of 2013.
The moral of the story is this: Buying when
the S&P 500 trades above two times sales can
be very bad for your financial health.
If history is any guide, we are now entering
one of the worst times to buy U.S. stocks.
Again, that’s not because this is the top. We
have no idea when or if the top will arrive.
But I’m certain that U.S. stocks are now
priced for very poor returns over the next
few years, maybe longer.
I’m not telling you to sell everything and head
for the hills. I’m not telling you to sell stocks
short and forget about them for two years.
For all we know, the big stock indexes could
still shoot up in a speculative frenzy. That
generally happens when investors get really
manic. My colleague and fellow American
Consequences contributor Steve Sjuggerud
calls it a “Melt Up.”
I’m only recognizing that current data
indicate U.S. stocks are very expensive and
come with plenty of risk right now. “Prepare,
don’t predict,” and you’ll be much better
off.
Calling market tops and bottoms in the big
indexes is totally unnecessary and you’re
highly likely to be wrong. All you need to do
is recognize that U.S. stocks are priced for
lousy returns for several years to come.

— Advertisement —

Two PhD Financial Experts
Reveal Exact Time to Get Out
of 50 Major American Stocks
With every passing month, the stock market keeps
ticking higher and higher.
Dow 18,000… Dow 20,000… Dow 22,000…
And the big question remains – How much longer will
this bull market last?

Dr. Sjuggerud and Dr. Smith recently published the
results of their collaborative study in a report called
“How to Know Exactly When to Sell,” and they’ve agreed
to make it available, free of charge, to anyone who
requests a copy.

One man claims to have found the answer.

When To Sell
Former hedge fund manager Dr. Steve Sjuggerud is
one of the most widely-followed financial analysts in
the world.
And he says this bull market, like all others before, will
ultimately crash – but first it will soar to unthinkable
heights:
“You could at least double the size of your retirement
account in the months ahead.”
But it’s critical you have an exit strategy in place, so
you can lock in your gains before the crash.
That’s why he’s partnered with a Berkeley-trained
PhD to calculate the precise moment you should sell
50 of the most popular stocks in America, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Apple
Exxon
Home Depot
Wal-Mart
Facebook

Don’t Get
Crushed
Please note: Without this
information, the next 12
months will be a minefield.
History shows a crash is coming.
And when it hits, it could
devastate investors who are not
prepared.

Dr. Richard Smith is no stranger to high finance. His
stock market trading algorithm is now used by more
than 20,000 professional and individual investors
around the world – to track more than $15.7 billion in
the markets.

But if you listen to the financial
press, you could get spooked out of the market too
early… or worse, hold on too long and get crushed.

This system has proven to be incredibly helpful in
determining the optimal time to sell.

For details on how to claim your free copy of “How to
Know Exactly When to Sell,” click here.

It’s important you take steps to prepare for a Melt Up
in stocks – and the inevitable crash to follow.

If you have a long-term view,
one company is as close to
a guarantee for investing
success as you can get...

HOW TO
GET RICH
WITHOUT
TURNING A
PROFIT

CLICK HERE TO
READ THE WEB VERSION
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By Dr. David Eifrig

S

ome say he was the
greatest investor ever. In the public-fund
business, I doubt there’s been anyone this
good...
Between 1976 and 1991, Peter Lynch was
a rock star in the mutual-fund world. For
13 years, he returned 29% a year to the 1%
of Americans who were clients of his firm,
Fidelity Investments, and put their money in
his Magellan Fund... me among them.
The Magellan Fund was the first mutual fund
I ever put money into. I was getting my MBA
at the Kellogg School of Management and
then working at Goldman Sachs when Lynch
was at the top of his game.
I’ve read all his books and remain a longtime
student of his investing philosophy. My
favorite, One Up on Wall Street, is required
reading if you want to work for me.
For example, I love how he describes the type
of businesses you want to own over the next
decade: “In business, competition is never as
healthy as total domination.”
One of the best-known Lynch stories (and
one of my favorites) is how he noticed
his wife was always purchasing L’eggs

pantyhose when she went to the grocery
store. Hanes had recently released the
product and was placing the distinctive
egg-shaped package near the cooler case.
The marketing touched metaphors of
freshness and goodness inside, and even
youthfulness of a perfect product.
He asked his wife’s friends, and they too were
smitten. The “total domination” was clear.
Lynch bought Hanes for the Magellan Fund
and made something like 10 times his money.
Most people think Lynch stopped there...
with the recognition that people were buying
and using things. But that’s not completely
true. Lynch talked about understanding
companies you invest in.
“I found out the average woman goes to the
supermarket or a drugstore once a week.
And they go to a woman’s specialty store
or department store once every six weeks,”
Lynch explained in a 1997 interview with
the PBS show Frontline. “And all the good
hosiery, all the good pantyhose, is being sold
in department stores. They were selling junk
in the supermarkets. They were selling junk
in the drugstores. So this company came up
with a product... They had all the sizes, all the
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fits... They never advertised price. They just
advertised ‘This fits. You’ll enjoy it.’”
As Lynch said in One Up on Wall Street, a little
bit of research and some basic math is all you
need to invest well...
If you’re prepared to invest in a company,
then you ought to be able to explain why
in simple language that a fifth grader could
understand, and quickly enough so the fifth
grader won’t get bored.
The last component was time. You want to
invest for the long run: “Time is on your side
when you own shares of superior companies,”
he wrote.
Lately, I’ve been seeing an investment Lynch
would love...
Its total domination is clear: Every day of
the week (even Saturdays and Sundays), the
postman stops his small Express Mail truck
nearby my house. Out he gets, every day, his
arms overloaded with cardboard boxes. The
familiar upturned arrow is stamped on all the
deliveries.
Today, Peter Lynch would
definitely pay attention to
Amazon (AMZN).
It doesn’t take much
basic math to understand
just how wonderful this
business is. And if you’ve
got a long-term view – by
which I mean three to
five years – this is as close
to a guarantee for investing
success that you can get.
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CORNERING THE MARKET
IN ‘CRAZY’ IDEAS
Jeff Bezos, founder and CEO of Amazon,
runs his business for the long term. He
doesn’t seem to care the slightest bit about
quarterly or even annual earnings. That’s an
advantage.
If you’re familiar with the online-retail
colossus, look around your neighborhood...
Those brown boxes with a smile that you see
on all your neighbors’ doorsteps are Amazon
deliveries of books, household goods, clothes,
electronics, and just about everything else.
For many folks, Amazon is their first stop
for nearly anything they want to buy. And
by many, we mean millions of people have
swapped out most of their retail shopping for
Amazon.
Even beyond basic Internet retailing...
Amazon offers a plethora of Web-based
services. It can store your photos or host
your website on its cloud. It can deliver items

to your door in two hours. You can stream
Manchester by the Sea on Amazon Video. Oh,
and Amazon Studios produced that Oscarwinning movie as well.

“But if you’re willing to invest on a seven-year
time horizon, you’re now competing against
a fraction of those people, because very few
companies are willing to do that.”

The U.S. economy and retail sales have just
recently surpassed the highs set before the
financial crisis. Sales at the major department
stores and big-box stores have grown 20%
over the last 10 years. But that doesn’t even
register when compared with Amazon’s
1,100% growth.

Bezos built Amazon by going against
expectations and testing new ideas. Amazon
started in 1994 as a bookseller. I remember
when it branched out to sell other items
around 1998, and it seemed like a strange
choice. Amazon’s brand was books. In those
days, people went to different websites to buy
different things.

Amazon has booked this growth and its
pervasive spread through the U.S. economy
by having a fundamentally different approach
than any other company we know. It focuses
on the long-term view...
Let us draw a parallel between business and
investing.
In investing, you can instantly claim an
advantage over everyone else in the market by
adopting (and more difficult... sticking with) a
long-term view.
Thousands of fund managers and millions of
individual investors are trying to find good
investments for this quarter or boost their
returns for this year. If you can widen your
view to five years, you’re playing a different
game and the competition disappears.
That’s an important lesson for investors. And
Jeff Bezos takes the exact same approach with
Amazon.
“If everything you do needs to work on
a three-year time horizon, then you’re
competing against a lot of people,” Bezos said
in a 2011 interview with Wired magazine.

Aside from selling “everything,” Amazon has
undertaken big projects that turned into great
businesses. Those projects took a lot of time
and capital... and seemed a little crazy at the
time.
Consider the Kindle e-book reader, which
Amazon first released in 2007... The thought
of a bookstore making hardware was a huge
leap in thinking and a big risk. First of all,
Amazon sold things, it didn’t build them.
Second, Amazon sold books. E-books would
be a direct competitor to its core business.
Most companies don’t have the guts in invest
in the technology that will undermine its very
business.
These days, e-book sales total billions of
dollars. Amazon claims about 70% of the
e-book reader market with its Kindle device.

In business, competition
is never as healthy as
total domination.
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I love a print book as much as anyone, but it’s
hard to argue against the future of e-books.
And it’s clear that Amazon will own it.
Amazon doesn’t report detailed sales for
different units, but a few years ago Morgan
Stanley estimated that the Kindle “ecosystem”
(all the devices and the sales) accounted for
11% of Amazon’s massive revenue.
That’s a successful gamble on hardware.
Next up is Amazon’s Echo. Lots of companies
are betting that the “smart home” will be
the future of technology. Amazon jumped
into hardware again with the Echo “smart
speaker” – a cylindrical device for your home
that listens to voice commands and responds
by playing music, adjusting the controls
around your home, and ordering things from
Amazon.
It’s an unqualified hit. The device sold
5.2 million units in 2016, and Amazon’s
branching out into new products in that vein
like the smaller-sized Echo Dot.
These are huge successes, but they don’t
match the ingenuity of Amazon’s two biggest
successes...

TWO GAME-CHANGING
BUSINESSES... WITH MORE
TO COME
To handle the flood of sales during peak times,
Amazon built a huge computing infrastructure.
But for much of the time that power sat idle.
A few engineers developed software to allow
outsiders to rent out this power for their own
purposes starting in 2006.
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From Amazon's
perspective, AWS
practically prints money.
Before long, Amazon poured billions into
this cloud-computing business called Amazon
Web Services (AWS). We can say this without
exaggerating: AWS has changed the way the
Internet works.
Prior to AWS, a business that needed an IT
setup to host websites or databases could
spend tens or hundreds of thousands of
dollars and work for weeks to get their
own servers up and running. With AWS,
deploying the same capabilities takes
hundreds of dollars and less than a day.
That’s why major companies like Netflix,
Comcast, and 3M use AWS to host services.
From Amazon’s perspective, AWS practically
prints money. For years, Amazon hid the
AWS results within its broader revenue
numbers. But in 2015, it started reporting the
service’s revenue numbers.
Now, AWS accounts for $12 billion in
revenue (or 9%) of Amazon’s total sales. More
impressive, it totals $3.1 billion in operating
profit, or 74% of Amazon’s total.
Now, Google and Microsoft and others are
trying to hop in on the cloud-computing
game, but Amazon owns 40% of the market
and its revenue grew 55% last year.
This is the way technology will work for
decades... and Amazon owns it.
Amazon may have an even bigger success

with Amazon Prime. Again, it’s the focus on
the long term that allowed Amazon to make
billions from a daring move.

the typical Amazon customer does: $1,200 a
year versus $600 a year, according to the firm
Consumer Intelligence Research Partners.

Amazon Prime is a loyalty program that
gives customers free two-day shipping and
other perks for a $99 annual fee. Here’s the
problem... It only takes about 10 orders a
year for the shipping program to cost more to
Amazon than the Prime fee. Doesn’t seem like
a great business...

As if Amazon wasn’t dominant enough
already, hooking people up with free shipping
makes buyers Amazon addicts. Many Prime
members check Amazon first for nearly
everything they buy.

“We made this decision even though
every single financial analysis said we were
completely crazy to give two-day shipping for
free,” former Amazon Vice President Diego
Piacentini told author Brad Stone for his
book on Amazon, The Everything Store.
On the surface, Prime is just that... a money
loser. Amazon has around 65 million Prime
members. That’s half of all U.S. households.
And, as predicted, the shipping consistently
costs more than the $99 fee. That means
hundreds of millions in “losses.”
Still, Amazon chased this project and
aggressively marketed it to build up the
number of customers on board. It had its
eye on the long term and it paid off. The
average Prime customer spends double what

"We get to monetize [our
subscription video] in a
very unusual way. When
we win a Golden Globe, it
helps us sell more shoes."

Prime also includes Amazon’s streaming-video
service. It’s a Netflix competitor, but it has
three times as many movies and has started
producing award-winning original material.
Herein lies the real genius to Amazon’s plan.
“We get to monetize [our subscription video]
in a very unusual way,” Bezos said in a speech
last year. “When we win a Golden Globe, it
helps us sell more shoes.”
Netflix and Wal-Mart can’t do that and never
will...
The only way for Amazon to have built Prime
(or Amazon Video or AWS or the Kindle
ecosystem) is to take a long-term view. These
products took millions to build and had no
clear path to earning that money back at their
start.
They weren’t unreasonable ideas. Many
startups today burn through cash with the
intention of figuring out a business model
later. Amazon doesn’t do that. These products
all have paying customers from the start. It’s
just that the ideas often don’t branch out
naturally from Amazon’s offerings or make
profits on Day One.
Of course, not every bright idea grows up
to be a big hit. The company has suffered
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missteps. For one, it lost hundreds of millions
developing the Amazon Fire smartphone,
which flopped. It’s also shuttered smaller
projects, like its travel website and a payment
system called Webpay.
Looking forward, Amazon is secretive about
what it’s working on, but bits of information
leak out here and there. The company has
invested in drone delivery. It’s designed
grocery stores that automatically ring up your
purchases when you walk out of the store.
It’s also been buying up shipping assets, like
planes and ships, with the suspected intention
of building its own global shipping network.
What’s next? We don’t know exactly. But the
only way to hit on the next big thing is to
invest... And it seems like Amazon is one of
the few companies even trying...

WHERE ALL OF AMAZON’S
MONEY GOES...
Amazon sells, and Amazon spends. For 2016,
the company took in $135 billion in sales
but it’s got slim profit margins. On those
sales, it only earned about $4.1 billion in
operating profit (which doesn’t include taxes
or interest). That’s a small 3% margin.
After paying for everything else, this web
giant earned only $2.3 billion in income.
It’s this low level of earnings (and its high
valuation – more on that later) that make
some investors skeptical.
However, all the blockbuster projects we listed
above explain where the money goes.
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For a decade now,
Amazon has had the
best logistics systems
and provided the fastest
delivery. But they keep
investing more and
making it faster. They cut
available delivery to two
days, then to one, and
now you can get some
items in two hours.

Amazon constantly reinvests the bulk of its
money back into its own business and new
products. It doesn’t rest. For a decade now,
Amazon has had the best logistics systems and
provided the fastest delivery. But they keep
investing more and making it faster. They
cut available delivery to two days, then to
one, and now you can get some items in two
hours.
They do this to please customers and make
sure they are always ahead of any competition
that may arise.
For 2016, Amazon spent $6.7 billion on the
purchase of property and equipment and $16
billion on research and development (R&D).
These are investments that boost productivity
and lead to opportunities in the future.
We want more businesses to be investing
like this and we want to invest in them. Too
many other companies have no profitable
ideas and have seen trillions in cash pile up on
their balance sheet. We like stocks like Apple

(AAPL), Alphabet/Google (GOOGL), and
Microsoft (MSFT), but they have a problem.
They make gobs of profits, but they have no
new businesses to invest in.

The risk in Amazon shares doesn’t come from
its financials. It comes from valuation...

THE VALUATION OF A
GROWING COMPANY

Google, for instance, does spend about
$13.9 billion on R&D, but they’ve still got
$86 billion in cash. It’s not anywhere near
Amazon’s method of spending everything it
can.

Amazon trades at a triple-digit price-toearnings ratio today. There’s no way to
sugarcoat that. It’s a very high valuation.

Somehow, Amazon doesn’t seem to have the
same problem. It can always find a new place
to put cash to work.

But there’s many ways to look at it to see how
it makes sense. Amazon could be much more
profitable any time it chooses. That helps.

Amazon can turn profitable – highly
profitable – any time that it wants to. It
can simply dial back the spending on some
projects and the money will pile up.

Second, this is not an investment mania. It’s a
business with phenomenal prospects.

It’s done this before. In the fourth quarter of
2014, analysts expected earnings of $0.18 per
share. Amazon doubled that by earning $0.45
per share. In the first quarter of 2016, analysts
expected $0.57, and Amazon earned $1.07.
Some suspect that Amazon chooses to do this
on occasion just to prove to the market that
it can make profits when
it wants to... Though no
company’s management
would admit to playing
such games.

When shares get frothy, investors don’t fret
over the future of the company. Rather, they
buy at a price they know is undeserved simply
because they believe they can sell for an even
more undeserved price in the near future.
That’s not the case with Amazon. Investors
pay a triple-digit price-to-earnings ratio
because they legitimately believe it’s got such
a bright future that it will justify the price.

Aside from all that,
Amazon does earn
positive free cash flow to
the tune of $9.5 billion,
holds $25 billion in cash,
and has only a small
amount of debt.
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Furthermore, we need to think about
valuations and the “life cycle” of a stock.
When a company is young and growing fast –
think greater than 10% a year – it deserves a
higher multiple.

is still growing sales at 20% a year, while it
trades for three times sales. In the context of
other growing tech companies, that’s still fast
growth and a relatively cheap price.

As it matures, its growth slows and its
multiple contracts, but the share price still
rises as the fundamentals match the future
expectation.

AN INVESTMENT FOR THE
LONG RUN

You can see this with technology companies.
We can use price-to-sales and the rate of sales
growth to watch companies turn from highgrowth tech obsessions to mature, profitable
companies while still handsomely rewarding
shareholders.
The 2000 dot-com boom caused a big hump
in these charts. But you can see below in the
chart that an investor could have paid 10
times sales (usually a very expensive price)
when Microsoft grew at 20% a year. Since
then, revenue growth has slowed to about
zero and shares trade for a smaller multiple.
But shareholders were paid well.
The same goes for Oracle.
Note in the chart how
sales growth slowed from
30% to 0%. It’s still
making money, but sales
have leveled off from the
days of 40% and 50%
growth. As a result, its
price-to-sales multiple
dropped, but shares have
tripled.
The important thing
to note here: Amazon
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Just like Bezos, you have to think long term
as an Amazon shareholder. Its share price
could be volatile in the short term given its
valuation.
However, if you give it three to five years,
you can pretty much guarantee a few
developments...
First, Amazon will be bigger in the future
than it is today. Unlike so many flash-inthe-pan tech companies, Amazon has major
competitive advantages and an infrastructure
that cannot be replicated.
We often hear about how digital sales are
killing other retail stores... But lost in all
that hype is the fact that online purchases

Investors pay a triple-digit
price-to-earnings ratio
because they legitimately
believe it's got such a
bright future that it will
justify the price.
still account for roughly 5%-10% of retail
spending. Whether you think that online
spending will account for 30%, 50%, or 90%
of spending in the future, it’s clear that it will
be multiple times larger than it is now. And
the primary beneficiary will be Amazon.
Second, you can be sure that Amazon will
have the ability to be massively profitable at
any time. It may wait a long time to turn on
the profit spigot, but it’s there waiting.
Third, Amazon will have more big hits. We
don’t know just what they are yet, but it will
have multiple products that succeed and
transform the company, as AWS and Prime
have already.

Dr. David Eifrig initially wrote about
Amazon for his Retirement Millionaire
subscribers... Since then, folks who invested
in his recommendation are up by doubledigit gains – double the S&P 500 index.
And recently, he detailed an even more
impressive opportunity... a “one-day cash
event.”
The last time the government did this in 2012,
you could have collected separate, one-time
payments of $1,383... $2,844... and $3,620,
while barely lifting a finger. Now it’s about to
happen again...
Nearly every president since 1980 has
quietly used this approach to get cash in the
hands of everyday Americans. Now Trump is
planning the biggest potential payouts yet.
Warning: To collect, you must be an investor
and make one specific move in advance of a
certain projected deadline. Don’t worry – it’s
easy to position yourself. Get the details here.

Don’t let valuation and short-term thinking
keep you from investing in one of the best
businesses in the world.

By permission Michael Ramirez and Creators Syndicate, Inc.
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THESE FOLKS AREN’T
PLAYING WITH
MONOPOLY MONEY
T
By P. J.
O’Rourke

he “New Mutant Capitalism” has a lot
of worrying features. Let’s not worry
about the wrong ones. In particular, let’s not
worry about whether these companies are
“monopolistic.”
The threat of monopoly in capitalistic
commerce, industry, and finance has been
a perennial bugbear for politicians, social
critics, and do-gooders.
Maybe this is because warnings against
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monopolies go all the way back to the man
who originally described how capitalism
works. Adam Smith said in The Wealth of
Nations, “The price of monopoly is upon
every occasion the highest which can be
got. The natural price, or the price of free
competition... is the lowest which can be
taken.”
More likely, monopoly is a bugbear for
do-gooders because they’re still mad about
playing the Monopoly board game with the

smartass kid from down the block (now
running a hedge fund) who talked the dogooders into letting him finance hotels on
their Baltic and Mediterranean Avenues in
return for giving him their Park Place to go
with his Boardwalk.
Never mind that in a free-market system,
monopolies are only possible with the
bureaucratic enforcement powers of
government. And government bureaucracy
is controlled by politicians, social critics, and
do-gooders.
And yet, the five largest U.S. corporations,
measured by market capitalization, do seem
somewhat monopolistic on first impression:
1. Apple
2. Alphabet (Google)
3. Microsoft
4. Amazon
5. Facebook
And first impressions matter.
The U.S. Department of Justice accused
Microsoft of engaging in anti-competitive
practices in violation of the 1890 Sherman
Antitrust Act and tried to break it up in 1998.
To put it in layman’s terms, Microsoft was
guilty of being too good at what it did.
Microsoft got there first with the best of the
computer operating systems... But I doubt
that, when penning his antitrust bill, Senator
Sherman (1823-1900) was thinking about a
funny magic-lantern-show contraption that
would sit on your desk one day in the distant
future.

Microsoft settled the suit in 2001 by
addressing some legal complaints I don’t
understand with some concessions I don’t
understand either.
Microsoft survived in one piece, but I bet it
cost a whole bunch of 1s and 0s with a dollar
sign in front.
Political and socially critical do-goodery is (as
most things are) worse in Europe. In 2008,
the European Union (EU) fined Microsoft
€899 million for its excellence and in 2013
fined it another €561 million for failing to get
un-excellent enough.

"

Monopolies are only possible with
the bureaucratic enforcement
powers of government.

This year, the EU fined Facebook €110
million for monopolistic policies (not, alas,
for allowing Hillary Clinton to “share” her
Wellesley College commencement speech).
And the EU fined Google €2.4 billion for,
among other things, restricting third-party
websites from posting ads from Google
competitors on Google. What? Macy’s buys a
billboard and Gimbels gets to advertise on it?
Not that there is a Gimbels (or much of
a Macy’s) left anymore, due to Amazon’s
predatory monopolistic behavior.
Which doesn’t exist!
Amazon’s portion of total U.S. retail sales is
5%.
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I repeat, 5%.

A better name for it might be “The Zipper
Problem.” Kleenex does have 47% of the
U.S. nose-blowing market, after all. “Zipper”
was never even a corporation. The word was
briefly trademarked by B.F. Goodrich in the
1920s, but only for use on rubber galoshes.

Let’s compare that to a real monopoly – me.
I’m a total monopoly at my house. (At least
I hope so. The UPS man is very buff...)
Anyway, I have complete monopolistic
control over retail sales to the
O’Rourke household. (That is,
if you don’t count my wife, my
They suffer from "The Kleenex
daughters, my son, and the UPS
Problem." Their names have
man who keeps bringing stuff
become synonymous with
no one admits to ordering...)
certain kinds of products.
And do you know what my
portion of those retail sales are?
Until I looked it up, I had a vague idea
It may be more than 5%, but only because
that there was an enormous “Zipper, Inc.”
my tractor broke...
out there, and that if it ever got greedy and
decided to charge $10 per interlocking tooth,
Anyway, let’s give up on my comparison
we’d all be going around with our barn doors
and declare, “Amazon is not a monopoly.”
open and our dresses falling off.
Same with Microsoft, Facebook, Google,
and Apple. Instead, they suffer from “The
Apple has only 18% of the global smartphone
Kleenex Problem.” Their names have become
market. And it would have less if its competitor
synonymous with certain kinds of products.
Samsung hadn’t added the “liar, liar, pants of
This is also true of some kindred (and, in one fire” feature to its Note 7 phones.
case, subsidiary) Mutant Capitalist companies
Also, on a personal note, the Apple iPhone
such as Uber, Airbnb, Twitter, and YouTube.
design reminds me of the featureless black
monoliths that keep showing up and causing
People with minds too small to contain
trouble in Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space
more than one name for anything (e.g.
Odyssey. (Yes, my children are threatening to
politicians) assume that all e-commerce,
get me a Jitterbug for Christmas.)
computer operating systems, social media,
search engines, smartphones, strangers taking
Microsoft might have once had a
you for a ride, unknown persons in the guest
monopolistic air about it, but Windows is
bedroom, incoherent thoughts had in the
no longer the leading, let alone the only,
middle of the night, and time-wasting blurry
computer operating system. Google’s Android
videos we annoy our friends with are the
has 40% of the market versus 36% for
products of monopolistic enterprise.
Windows.

"
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This makes Microsoft and Google into what
economists call an “oligopoly”... Meaning
there are so few sellers of something that the
few can control the price that the many (the
buyers) pay.

Uber estimates it has 40 million American
riders per month. Go ahead and honk
your horn, Uber. The U.S. Department
of Transportation estimates 445.8 billion
American car trips per year.

However, you can’t have too much control
over the price of your product when you’ve
got competitors, like Linux, who are giving
the product away for free.

Airbnb projects 100 million “booked nights”
in 2017. U.S. hotels have around 5 million
rooms and a 62% average occupancy rate.
That’s 1.2 billion booked nights. With room
service – so you can order a drink and calm
down about Airbnb taking over the American
hospitality industry.

Albeit, Linux is “free” in the sense that you’ve
got to be living for free in your mother’s
basement and have unlimited free time to
install it because you’re unemployed. But,
still...
Twitter, for all the press it gets... (Mr.
President, Twitter founders Jack Dorsey, Noah
Glass, Biz Stone, and Evan Williams send
their warmest regards)... has a laughable 5.2%
of the social-media market.
Facebook does better with 39%. But to
my teenage children, Facebook is about as
interesting and hip as the school bulletin
board. They have ways of electronically
communicating with their peers that are so
new, so devious, so incomprehensive to adults
that, by comparison, the German WWII
Enigma machine was a secret decoder ring in
a breakfast cereal box.
If Putin’s famed group of computer hackers
attempted to intercept messages about which
boys are cute sent from my daughter Muffin
to her best friend Bitsy, the hackers would
end up running screaming from the Kremlin
begging for jobs installing cable.

Only Google (79% of search-engine views)
and its subsidiary YouTube (78% of video
sharing) have real monopoly bragging rights.
Getting a monopoly in video sharing is like
getting a monopoly in stupid. I’ve known
guys who tried. (“Hold my beer and watch
this... ”)
As for Google... Elsewhere in this issue of
American Consequences I describe how awful it
is as a search engine. But this doesn’t mean it
won’t remain dominant in the business for a
while.
Maybe for a long while. Horses were
dominant in the transportation business for
thousands of years. Then one day it occurred
to people that a horse is a thousand pounds of
bad attitude that kicks and bites and stinks up
the garage. And the horse went the way of the
horse and buggy.
There’s plenty to damn in the New Mutant
Capitalism. But if you damn it for being
monopolistic, you’re a horse’s...
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ANDREW LEFT
SNIFFS OUT
CORPORATE
FRAUD...
AND GETS
RICH DOING IT.

A

month after the 2016 election, the stock
trader Andrew Left went out to the Madison
Club in La Quinta, California, to lick his
wounds and play golf.
The way Left invests, he can make a killing
in a bear market while everyone else on Wall
Street suffers. But in December, even dubious
stocks were rising, lifted by the promise of
incipient deregulation. Reading the news on
his phone between holes, Left happened upon
an interview with President-elect Donald
Trump, the purveyor of all this optimism, in
Time magazine. “I’m going to bring down
drug prices,” Trump said. “I don’t like what’s
happened with drug prices.” Left hurried
back to the clubhouse and gave his ticket to
the valet.
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In the finance world, Left, 46, is what is
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T
S
known as an “activist” short-seller. After
he places a bet against the price of a stock,
he then publishes research designed to
torpedo the company’s value, often by airing
accusations of fraud or abuse. This is entirely
legal, as long as what he publishes is not
itself fraudulent. Left takes short positions in
companies across a whole range of industries
– Tesla, Valeant, GoPro – and though he
makes mistakes, he has an unusually high
success rate.
For a year he had been assembling a file on
Express Scripts, a pharmacy-benefits manager
with $100 billion in revenue. Pharmacybenefits managers occupy an eye-glazingly
complex netherworld in the prescriptiondrug supply chain, serving as intermediaries
between drug makers and insurers. Express
Scripts ostensibly exists to keep drug prices
low, by negotiating with drug makers on
behalf of insurers, but Left believed that the
company was actually inflating them, because
higher prices meant larger rebates from the
drug makers, which meant more profit. He
believed that this was true of all pharmacybenefits managers, but especially of Express
Scripts, the most powerful. Its second-largest
customer was the Department of Defense;
downward pressure on drug pricing from
the government could seriously threaten its
bottom line.
By rights, then, Trump’s threat in the
interview should have tanked Express Scripts’
stock. That the price remained unchanged
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THE
DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN
THIS AND
JOURNALISM IS
YOU CAN MAKE
MILLIONS OF
DOLLARS,
he conceded.

indicated to Left that many people on Wall
Street had no clue what a pharmacy-benefits
manager does. Trump, he thought as he
pulled out of the Madison Club, had given
his stale, year-old story a fresh hook. (A
spokesman for Express Scripts denied Left’s
claims, noting that “roughly 90% of rebates
go directly to our clients.”)
Fifteen minutes later, Left was driving west on
Interstate 10 in his black Bentley Continental
GT. From the car, he placed a call to a hedgefund manager, a man who was already short
Express Scripts and therefore had a stake in
providing Left with information. Express
Scripts, this man reminded Left, did not
disclose the amount it made in rebates, while
some of its operating metrics exceeded those
of Apple; something seemed wrong.
Left heard “rebates” and thought “kickbacks.”
Express Scripts was, in Left’s mind, “the man
behind the man”; it was “the mob.” If he
went public with a short position tomorrow,

he wagered, he could sour Wall Street’s
perception of the company, transforming
it from a sure thing into a noisy, chaotic
mess. That attention might in turn attract
regulators, further driving down the share
price. He called his web designer, Mike
Leznik, and told him that he wanted to buy a
domain name to host his research on Express
Scripts. An hour later the road snaked above
Studio City, and he arrived at Mulholland
Estates, his gated community in Beverly Hills.

“What should I register the domain name as?”
Leznik asked.
“Your mother is a whore dot com?” Left said.
“The real story of – “ Leznik suggested.
“The real story of your mother being a
whore?” Left said.
Leznik settled on TheRealExpressScripts.com,
then asked Left for his credit card to buy the
URL.
“What are you, my wife?” Left said.

BUT YOU
CAN LOSE
MILLIONS OF
DOLLARS, TOO.
The next morning, Left stood in his home
office and put CNBC on the television.
The anchors were discussing the “Trump
bump,” as the recent stock rally was being
called. “They sit around all day long without
ever knowing anything,” Left said. “It’s so
annoying to watch them.” Seated beneath the
TV was Leznik, a sweet-natured Angeleno in
jeans and blue-suede sneakers. Leznik lacked
the macho swagger that made Left, with
his money and filthy mouth, the center of
a room. Nowhere was this truer than in his
office. A giant desk dominated the back half.
On the credenza sat cigar boxes from Enron
and Madoff Securities – a short-seller’s version
of trophy antlers.

There were several obvious comebacks to this
– “You wish” being the absolute minimum
– but none occurred to Leznik, who after
fumbling for a moment said, “I could be, if
you had enough room.” A whiff. The room
was silenced.
At 10 a.m., having placed his bet against the
stock the night before, Left put out his first
tweet, which he misspelled and deleted four
times. Such is his mystique in the world of
finance, however, that one of his followers
assumed that the misspellings and deletions
were part of a premeditated scheme to exploit
Twitter’s visibility algorithms. Finally the
corrected version of the tweet came out from
Left’s handle, @CitronResearch, followed
moments later by another: “When @
RealDonaldTrump goes after $ESRX,” it read,
using the ticker symbol for Express Scripts,
“heads will roll.” We sat back and waited, eyes
on CNBC. Twenty minutes passed. Suddenly
a news flash interrupted the show. “Express
Scripts shares are falling sharply on a spike in
volume,” the anchor said. “Citron Research,
run by Andrew Left, tweeted about the stock.
They’re now down by 9% or 10%, about 9.2
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in the corner of the screen. In the office, the
atmosphere went taut.
We watched as the stock came down, dollar
after dollar, from 75 to 74 to 73; 72, 71,
70. Left wrote two more tweets, including a
promise to appear on television with further
revelations. Soon, the phone started ringing –
reporters calling. Linette Lopez from Business
Insider texted for quotes. CNBC booked him
for 2 p.m. that day. “The question is,” Left
told a journalist from Bloomberg, “is the new
administration serious? He’s going to rein
in drug pricing. OK, Mr. Trump, here’s my
advice: I know the industry. Go after Express
Scripts.”
“Do you have a short position?” the reporter
from Bloomberg asked.
“Yes, I do,” Left said.
“Express Scripts, as we’re talking, continues to
drop,” the anchor on CNBC said.
In 15 minutes, $6 billion of market
capitalization vanished. (Five months later,
the stock price is still down 13%.) Left
considered the circus around him. “See,” he
said, “some guys know this stuff better than
me. But I know how to put it in [expletive]
tweets.”
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To understand short-selling,
start by visualizing a share of stock as
a physical certificate. If Express Scripts
is trading at $74, you can trade in your
certificate for $74. Now imagine you want
to bet against the price, because you believe
it will drop to $69 tomorrow. You go to
someone who already owns a certificate, and
you borrow it. For the privilege, you pay the
lender a fee. Instead of holding onto your
certificate, though, you turn around and sell
it. Now you have $74 in cash. A day passes.
The stock declines. You go to the market and
buy the certificate you owe for $69, returning
it to the person who lent it to you. That $5
difference, minus the fee, is your profit. Now
imagine doing that with tens of thousands of
shares at a time.
At any given moment, someone, somewhere,
has a short position in whatever stock you can
think of – 99% of all stocks in the world, by
some estimates. Blue-chip stocks like Apple
and Google are being shorted. Shake Shack is
being shorted to an unhealthy degree: Almost
half its shares are borrowed. Almost uniquely
among Wall Street maneuvers, short-selling
entails what traders call infinite downside.
While potential profit is constrained by the
distance between the current share price
and zero, the potential loss is not, because
the shares, once borrowed, can rise in
price indefinitely, which means the cost of
returning them can, too. It’s unsurprising that
short-sellers tend to be aggressive men who
are convinced that they see what other people
miss and are comfortable with – or addicted
to – risk.

For many years that risk was taken on in
secret: Short-sellers would make their bets
and passively wait for the market to move
in their direction. The figure of the activist,
who goes public with his positions, emerged
into prominence in recent years. One crucial
event in Wall Street history provided the
foundation. In 2001, James Chanos, a hedgefund manager, discovered an accounting
scandal at Enron, then a little-known energy
company in Texas, and shared his information
with journalists from Fortune. The journalists
got a best seller, Chanos got his money and
Jeffrey Skilling, Enron’s chief executive,
got 24 years at the Federal Prison Camp in
Montgomery, Alabama.
Short-sellers of Left’s generation are following
this example but cutting out the middleman.
You don’t need an office in a flashy building
in the Battery, they have realized, or the
validation of the press. If you build enough
of a reputation, all you need are some Twitter
followers and a website. Left has emerged
at the forefront of this new guard. Unlike
Chanos, who managed billions of dollars
of other people’s money, Left invests his
own, which exempts him from disclosing
his holdings to the public. And now that his
work has brought him national attention,
he has found that others are willing to make
it easier, by leaking documents to him and
passing tips. In many cases, Left’s dossiers
against his targets are not wholly his own but
built using information from a confidential
source. He is, in this sense, a bit like a
journalist.
He also makes it look easy. One result of
Left’s fame is that today’s younger traders

believe that they, too, could be him. Wuyang
Zhao, a professor at the University of Texas,
Austin, who wrote his dissertation on activist
short-selling, told me: “People read Andrew
Left, and they’re like: ‘Oh, my God, it’s not
impossibly difficult. It’s not a lot of work, and
you can bring down a big company.’ “ One
of Left’s friends recalled a visit Left made to
a university to give a lecture. In the hallways
afterward, the students swarmed him. “It was
like he was Mick Jagger,” the friend said.
From 2006 to 2015, the number of activist
short campaigns rose by 1,300%, to 1,289.
In the past three years, the number of activist
short-sellers working globally has nearly
doubled, to 72 from 39. Very few have a
positive track record. Left does. On average,
the value of companies he writes about drop
10% in a year, and some drop as much as
95%.
One morning last spring, Left and I stood
in his lush backyard while he smoked a
Marlboro Light. Beyond the swimming pool,
the land fell sharply into the valley, and Los
Angeles lay prone in the heat. We could see
DJ Khaled’s recently purchased house over
the fence to our left. Tan and unshaven in
loafers, Left possessed the vaguely louche
charisma of a club promoter, which is what
you might mistake him for were it not for his
eyes – green, wet, melancholy eyes, which,
because they cannot but project sincerity,
are his greatest tools on television. His eyes
are the reason he could stand in his milliondollar lawn and say to me, without irony, “I’m
an investigative journalist who trades on his
information.”
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could not count DJ Khaled as a neighbor.
“The difference between this and journalism
is you can make millions of dollars,” he
conceded. “But you can lose millions of
dollars, too.”

All day, people
came through the
studio rattling off
finance acronyms,
EBITDA this and
GAAP that. Left
spoke English.

I met Left for the first time last May.
After leaving my job as a fact-checker at a
magazine – the pay was terrible, but the
business cards said “Assistant Editor” – I
was padding out my freelance income with
some part-time work for finance types,
editing letters and writing reports. The door
creaked ajar into a totally different world.
I started reading short-seller blogs at night,
obsessed with the feeling that invisible
forces controlling my life were flashing into
visibility. That’s why my wife’s prescription
cost $300 a month. That’s why the world was
how it was. I wrote Left in April and asked if
we could meet. In May, he sent a text: He had
dirt on an online postage seller. Did I want to
come to Los Angeles?
When I found him at the airport, he was
wearing distressed jeans and a golf shirt,
barking into an iPhone. He had just flown
back from a vacation in Florida. During the
45-minute drive to his house, Left, never
hanging up, floated and discarded a variety
of plans. They were: exposing a jewelry chain
as a subprime lender in disguise; shorting
a maybe-fraudulent media company in
Canada; and withdrawing a million-dollar
cashier’s check from his bank, made out to
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a pharmaceutical company, to be offered as
a donation to the charity of its choice if it
could prove to him the efficacy of a drug for
multiple sclerosis, still in trials, which Left
had on authority from the “rabbi of M.S.”
didn’t work.
The man on the other end of the line was a
hedge-fund manager, this one a very close
associate of Left’s, at the center of his circle
of sources. His relationship with Left was
completely informal. His role was to trade
ideas back and forth, sometimes shorting the
companies they discussed. In exchange for
sharing his insight and institutional muscle,
Left’s source avoided the legal liability that
came from going public with a position. (A
short campaign based on faulty information
leaves you open to accusations of market
manipulation, something Left has never been
charged with in the United States.) Left has a
number of sources on Wall Street, and during
the months I spent reporting on him, he took
care to keep their names from me, lest he
burn them.

Then there was a third set of sources he
used: tips of no discernible origin. In March
2012, for instance, a package without a
return address landed on his doorstep. Inside
were 68 pages of research claiming that a
Chinese real estate company, Evergrande,
was perpetrating an accounting fraud and
would collapse. An odd tone pervaded, as if a
very strait-laced stock analyst were trying to
loosen up and channel Left’s combative voice
(“Chairman Hui’s pet projects are comically
off-strategy ... the endgame is nearing ...
a maze of Ponzi-esque debt”). Left hired
a fact-checker, became convinced that the
claims were accurate, updated some figures
and published. The stock instantly dropped
7%. He covered a portion of his position two
hours later, taking $280,000 in profit.

Left also got tips as many journalists do,
in large quantities, most of them useless.
Business-school wannabes emailed him to get
noticed. E-Trade cowboys offered schemes
“for your eyes only.” Hedge funds sent him
research and ideas, most often because they
wanted him to catalyze a short position they
already held, by taking it public. What many
of these people failed to grasp was that a bad
company wasn’t necessarily a good story. One
morning, I watched him read his emails.
“Gildan T-shirts,” he snorted. “That idea does
nothing for me. Who gives a [expletive] about
Gildan?”

But the profit was only the beginning of
the story. In Hong Kong, the Securities and
Futures Commission sued Left for “false and
misleading claims,” a failure to adequately
support his accusations with evidence. The
judge found him guilty and barred him
from trading on the Chinese markets for five
years. (Left objects to the decision on freespeech grounds and is appealing the ruling.)
He refused to give up the name of his factchecker. As to the identity of the anonymous
sender, there was nothing to give up: Left
had no idea who it was, except someone
who almost certainly had a short position
in Evergrande and made a fortune off the
publication without the hassle of appearing
in court. That was the point of using physical
paper. Courts can subpoena your emails, but
good luck tracing the mail backward from
your gated community in Beverly Hills.
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hesitation hurts, too. If you’re slow, other
shorts can scoop you, which is exactly what
happened with the online postage seller: A
competitor had published a version of Left’s
thesis on a finance blog, and the stock’s price
had fallen too far to short. Back at his home
office, Left tried to work, but the atmosphere
was lazy, diffuse. He called a source. “What
do you think?” he said, asking about the
postage stock. “Will it bounce?” The source
replied that it would not.
Left squinted at CNBC. Then he roared.
It began as a self-mocking “Why me?”
exasperation but expanded into something
more unhindered, a primal American shriek.
“UugghHHAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHHH.”
When he was through, he said, almost to
himself, “There has got to be an easier way to
make money.”

There is, of course. Be born to wealthy
parents, attend Harvard, get a job at
Goldman Sachs. Left was born in Detroit
and raised in Coral Springs, Florida, the
second son of parents who divorced when he
was five, after which his father moved back
to Michigan and out of Andrew’s life. His
mother, Rhoda Left Black, scraped together
an income. During the day, she was an
office manager at the public school. In the
evening, she gave Hebrew lessons. She sold
encyclopedias door to door, then eel-skin
purses. “Anything I could do that was legal
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and moral and made a buck,” Black, now
73, told me. When Left asked her why she
didn’t leave her secretarial job for something
better, she said, “We need the insurance.” He
had no idea what that meant. At the grocery
store, they found the dented cans to get the
discount at the register.
Recognizing his ability to dazzle an audience
at a young age, Black wanted her son to
become a lawyer or a rabbi. Instead, he was
accepted at Northeastern and chose political
science. Boston confronted him for the first
time with people who had always had money.
They knew that Beverly Hills was an actual
place in California, not a made-up city on
TV. They wore black. They didn’t drink
Bartles & Jaymes.
After graduating in 1993, Left responded
to a newspaper ad from an outfit called
the Universal Commodity Corporation,
offering $100,000 a year for work in what
the advertiser knew not to call a boiler room.
Boiler rooms are cold-call centers for stocks,
where men in bare-walled offices put the
screws on unsophisticated marks. (As in:
“This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, Mrs.
Jones. I’d hate to see your husband miss out.”)
Roberta Karmel, a former Securities and
Exchange Commission regulator who policed
the Long Island boiler rooms in the 1980s,
described to me a typical employee. “He
tended to go to lesser schools for college,” she
said. “Or not go to college at all. And a lot of
them were kind of scrappy personalities who
thought: Well, I’m just as smart as the people
at the white-shoe firms. I can make a lot of
money, too.”

Maybe – if you’re good at it. Left was not. He
would meander off script and lose the sale. He
quit after nine months, ejecting himself into
the mid-’90s froth, where there was very little
oversight and, almost everywhere you looked,
a thick layer of scumminess. These were the
years when the future “Wolf of Wall Street”
author Jordan Belfort ran a brokerage firm on
Long Island, taking small companies public.
Left started flipping penny-stock IPOs,
including Belfort’s – he would call up the
“bucket shops,” or storefront stock exchanges,
ask for shares before a company went public
and then sell them later at a profit.
At the time, the Long Island bucket
shops were pumping obscure stocks to
whoever would buy them. The typical scam
involved inflating the price by lying to your
customers, then selling your own shares as
close to the peak as possible before those
customers got wiped out. (In 1999, a judge
sentenced Belfort to four years for fraud.
He served 22 months.) In the back of Left’s
mind, a realization glimmered. With the
money he had saved from a few successful
trades, he started shorting Belfort and the
others, covering his positions after the price
bottomed out – in effect profiting from their
fraud. He was just getting the hang of it when
the market crashed. He moved to California.
In the mid-’90s, traders were just beginning
to publish their theses online. An idea
occurred to Left: Take the short positions he
wielded against the Long Island companies
and aim them up at big companies, the
more elite the better, using the internet to
disseminate the research. Instead of writing
in the mode of a traditional stock analyst,

he would distill his arguments down to
internet-friendly length. The word “blog”
was just starting to enter the lexicon. Left
registered a domain name. He decided to stay
in California. He would come to talk about
frauds the way surfers talk about waves.

In 2015, Left got a call from one of
his frequent collaborators, Xuhua Zhou, a
25-year-old Ph.D.-program dropout who had
graduated from Emory in two years with a
double major (accounting and finance) and
a minor (math). Zhou was also a finance
blogger and trader himself. He had taken
note of Martin Shkreli, the 32-year-old chief
executive of Turing Pharmaceuticals, who
had been in the news for buying the rights
to Daraprim, an antiparasitic drug often
prescribed to AIDS patients, and raising its
price 56-fold. The story persuaded Zhou that
“something was fiercely wrong” with a much
larger and more important player in the same
sector, Valeant Pharmaceuticals.
To its fans on Wall Street, Valeant represented
a brand-new model for the drug business.
It didn’t spend money on research and
development, as most drug companies did.
Instead, it bought valuable patents for drugs
that others had developed, then jacked up
the prices. To critics, Valeant was an abusive
acquisition machine that produced nothing
of value and would choke on its own debt.
Senator Bernie Sanders lambasted it. Shares
traded above $200.
On September 28, 2015, Left released his
first report on the company. “This article is
not for you hedge-fund managers who think
that this quarter’s profit is more important
than human decency,” it read. “This article is
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for the millions of Americans who together
can mandate change.” He continued: “While
the whole country is in an uproar about
Turing Pharmaceuticals, a one-drug start-up
pharma company attempting to raise prices
on a single AIDS drug, the real issue is a
$100 billion monster only Wall Street could
love – an extremely leveraged company that
set the standard for this type of abuse, while
being cheered on by a cadre of Wall Street
high-rollers too wealthy to fret over their
own personal health care costs, and its posse
of hedge-fund operators.” A second report
followed, demanding that Congress subpoena
Valeant’s executives.
Together the reports got Left on TV and
alerted potential sources that if they knew
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anything about Valeant, he was the man to
leak to. While news of his short position
shot around the internet, Left retreated with
Zhou to read more about the company and
wait for a break. At the same time, a finance
journalist named Roddy Boyd was himself
growing curious about Valeant. A dusky
corner of the enterprise drew his attention.
Valeant earned 40% of its revenue from a
network of specialty pharmacies: businesses
that dispense particularly expensive, complex
treatments. The largest of these was called
Philidor. Though it seemed like a legitimate
business, with offices in Pennsylvania and
logos and a website, there was something
very odd about it – at least 90% of Philidor’s
revenue came from sales of Valeant drugs.
That October, Boyd got a scoop. Another

"

ANDREW
KNEW IT WAS
A BALL OF
GASOLINESOAKED RAGS.
HE THREW A
MATCH ON IT.
specialty pharmacy, a small one in California
called R&O, was billed by Valeant for $69
million for drugs it did not buy. Further,
Boyd reported, that pharmacy appeared to be
closely related to Philidor.
Left was ruminating on all this when the New
York Times reported that Michael Pearson,
Valeant’s chief executive, had set up an option
to purchase Philidor. Now that was really
weird. What company of Valeant’s size would
bother with buying a regional pharmacy?
Filling prescriptions was a totally separate
business from selling medicines; you don’t see
Toyota acquiring car dealerships. Unless, Left
thought, the point was never to purchase it.
Unless the point was to prove, by pretending
to prepare to acquire it, that Philidor was a
separate company to begin with.
Trying to weave the threads into a narrative,
Left released his third report. Valeant, he
wrote, was the “pharmaceutical Enron.”
Just as Enron established shell companies to
inflate its balance sheets, he wrote, Valeant
maintained a network of “ghost ship”
pharmacies designed to buy product that no
one had actually ordered, a form of fraud

known as channel stuffing. Left’s explanation
would turn out to be inaccurate – the
real fraud, if anything, was more tangled
– but the swagger of his TV appearances
represented the layup at the end of Boyd’s
better-researched assist. Introducing the word
“Enron” was the key, because it forced the
news media to debate with great earnestness a
question that, as of the day before, had never
been asked. “Is Valeant the pharmaceutical
Enron?” Fortune wondered. “Report alleges
Enron-like fraud,” CNN said.
Pearson called the comparison “erroneous”
and asked the S.E.C. to investigate Left.
But as any public-relations agent knows, if
you’re denying, you’re already on the back
foot. By the time the company announced
an emergency news conference the following
morning, the stock was down 40%. “Andrew
erased the idea that buying Valeant was a
smart strategy,” Boyd said. “I just thought it
was a good story. Andrew knew it was a ball
of gasoline-soaked rags. He threw a match on
it.”
Among those who smelled smoke was the
United States attorney for the Southern
District of New York, Preet Bharara. In
November 2016, he indicted two men on
charges of wire fraud and kickbacks: Gary
Tanner, a senior executive at Valeant, and
Andrew Davenport, the chief executive
of Philidor. For all intents and purposes,
the indictment alleges, Philidor was not
an independent company. That much Left
had suspected. What was shocking was
the nature of the relationship between
the businesses. It was not simple channel
stuffing, the indictment alleges, but theft.
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sell Davenport millions of dollars of drugs.
Then Davenport would share with Tanner the
incentive payments he received from Valeant,
moving the money through a shell company.
Meanwhile Tanner misled his Valeant
colleagues into believing that a competitor
wanted to buy Philidor. The ultimate
goal, the indictment claims, was to inflate
Philidor’s value until Valeant acquired it at a
huge markup, at which point the two would
split the millions that Davenport would earn
from the sale as Philidor’s largest stakeholder.
(Through a representative, Valeant said it
was the victim, not the perpetrator, of the
fraud. “It’s important to note the indictment
involved one former employee,” the company
wrote, adding that it has increased R&D
investment by 26%.)
In its news release, the Department of
Justice gave a hat-tip to “investor websites”
for revealing “suspect aspects of ... Valeant’s
connection to Philidor.” No one doubted
which website they had in mind. The
unraveling accelerated through the following
year. Today, Valeant trades around $13, from
a high of $250. Left says he shorted at over
$200 and exited at $70, taking a profit in
the millions. Tanner and Davenport have
pleaded not guilty; if convicted, they could
face 25 years each. Pearson left Valeant last
August after liquidating his stock options for
somewhere in the nine-figure range.
On the morning of December 9, Left pulled
up to the Bloomberg television studios in Los
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Left's very timely
gift is to connect
our daily human
concerns to
the convoluted
operations of
the economy,
wrapping financial
analysis in a moral,
populist language
that is calibrated
precisely to
draw maximum
attention
in a media
environment in
which screaming
is the only way to
be heard.

Angeles and ditched his Bentley curbside for
the valet. The station had called to ask him to
do a spot on Express Scripts.
We rode the elevator to a silent floor, where
the receptionist clocked him as he entered.
“Hey, Andy.” Desks sat empty; the morning
crew was here to shoot the 9:30 spots for
the New York market, but in Los Angeles
the day hadn’t started. A tech came out to
lead us to the studio. He was a gentle man
in middle age, soft-featured, wearing cargo
pants and thick black sneakers, a big brown
mustache, warm eyes. He knew Left from the
Valeant short and liked to watch him stick
it to the Wall Street bosses. All day, people
came through the studio rattling off finance
acronyms, EBITDA this and GAAP that. Left
spoke English.
The tech set Left up on a director’s chair. A
screen behind his head projected a slightly
more outdated version of the skyline than was
visible through the floor-to-ceiling windows
off-camera to the left and right. Left opened
his notes and put his earpiece in. A few
seconds into the interview, the anchor fell
into a trap. “How much do you think Express
Scripts makes off rebates off a high-priced
drug?” he asked.
“It’s amazing,” Left said. “Why would I have
to answer that question? Isn’t it something
they should answer?” Left was rolling now.
“If a company does not disclose something,
there’s a reason they do not disclose it.” He
said: “There’s a machine.” He said: “$40,000
a vial.” He said: “Two words. Express.
Scripts. They are the gatekeeper to high-priced
pharmaceuticals in this country.”

He asked the anchor to look at Express
Scripts’ profits. “The amount of money they
make, it is obscene,” he said. “The money
is being made on rebates. And before you
defend it, any of the analysts, or the company,
come out and give actual numbers.” The
interview concluded.
The tech was looking at Left. “You’re our
best guest,” he said. “Our most controversial
guest.”
“But not the handsomest,” Left said.
“We’re in West Hollywood,” the tech
apologized. On-screen, the anchors moved on
to the morning’s next story, the appointment
to the Trump administration of the president
of Goldman Sachs. Left rode the elevator
down to the lobby and slipped outside, where
the blue glass tower dwarfed him.

One thing Left shares with the
financiers he routinely assails is a certain
ambivalence about Trump. During the
campaign, Trump repelled Wall Street –
with some exceptions – for the fact that he
introduced an element of unpredictability
that is anathema to long-term investing. One
contradiction of his young presidency, then,
has been the eagerness with which the same
people who saw the apocalypse in his ascent
are now watching as the Dow Jones industrial
average breaks records. Though Trump has
not accomplished much of substance, like
tax reform or an infrastructure bill, he has
nevertheless made good on promises to limit
crucial government functions. A threatened
change to the fiduciary rule, for example,
would make it legal for personal financial
advisers to operate against the interests
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Trump will limit the power of the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau or eliminate it
entirely. Hundreds of key positions in the
executive branch remain unfilled. Americans
have seen this pattern before. When a sector
of society weakens, Wall Street conquers it
as a profit. In a town with a dozing sheriff,
vigilantes become the agents of order.
Claire Stovall, a researcher at the industry
analyst Activist Shorts, told me that the
situation was not necessarily to be feared.
“The market is often quicker than the
government at catching frauds,” Stovall
said. And most successful activist short
campaigns produce no regulatory action
anyway. But Zhao took a dimmer view. “If
you create a deregulated boom not supported
by fundamentals,” he said, “you will have a
disaster. The activist short-sellers will make
a fortune. But sometimes, as a member
of society, you don’t want to have a total
collapse.”
In retrospect, it is not coincidental that 2015
was the year Left became famous. His tactics
matched our mood. Most of us do not care
about a random pharmaceutical company
meeting its debt covenants. We care about
getting medicine at a price we can afford.
We don’t care about organic versus inorganic
growth, but we worry that our kids will have
no coverage if the Trump administration
repeals Obamacare. Left’s very timely gift
is to connect our daily human concerns to
the convoluted operations of the economy,
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wrapping financial analysis in a moral,
populist language that is calibrated precisely
to draw maximum attention in a media
environment in which screaming is the only
way to be heard.
As for those being screamed at, the banks
and the business schools that feed them, Left
represents at best an interesting character and
at worst a nuisance. American high finance
is extraordinarily good at absorbing attacks
on it. Just a few months ago, Left delivered a
keynote speech at Harvard Business School’s
annual investment conference, where students
who could afford the $72,000 tuition calmly
imbibed Left’s strategies, which were once
considered fringe. He texted me a photo of
himself in Harvard Yard, looking comfortable
and middle-aged, smiling, his eyes closed.
Originally published in The New York
Times Magazine

By American Consequences staff

WHAT’S ANDREW LEFT
UP TO TODAY?
Andrew Left tells us he’s “laying
low for a while”...

Of course, as we’ve detailed in this issue of

So we’re taking our own deep dive into one

capital – how much you make and how much

of his latest short targets, electric-car maker

you keep. Tesla destroys capital better than

Tesla (TSLA). The company is one of the

almost any other publicly traded company.

biggest beneficiaries of the investor mania for
zero-profit corporations... and the grotesque,
mutated form of capitalism in today’s market.

American Consequences, capitalism is about

Tesla’s equity value is a perversion of
capitalism. Even Musk seems to know it.
Earlier this year, he told the Guardian, “I do

While Tesla has fallen about 15% from its

believe this market cap is higher than we have

recent highs... it remains more richly valued

any right to deserve.”

as a company than American auto giants
General Motors (GM) and Ford (F). And on
“cars manufactured,” the comparison is even
more extreme... Investors currently value
Tesla at more than $800,000 per car it makes.
That compares to $25,000 per car for BMW,
$6,000 per car for Ford, and $5,000 per car
for GM.
Tesla is a pioneer in electric automobiles and
its cars have a cult following. But what Tesla
doesn’t have, unfortunately, is a business

Tesla faces competition on all fronts.
Jaguar, Mercedes-Benz, Volvo, Hyundai,
Volkswagen, and Porsche all plan to have fully
electric vehicles in production by 2020. And
competition inhibits profits. Making matters
worse, the businesses Tesla competes in
require enormous capital expenditures.
Tesla’s total debt has increased from just
$366 million five years ago to nearly $8 billion
today.

model that makes sense. It’s losing money on

Tesla’s acquisition – really a de facto bailout –

every car it sells...

of SolarCity added around $3.4 billion of debt.

It also has a CEO who has used company
funds to bail out his other business (SolarCity)

Tesla issued the rest of its debt to finance its
huge spending needs.

and talks about living on Mars. Today,

Behold the massive expenditures needed to

investors believe this means he’s a “visionary.”

achieve Musk’s vision:
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Tesla destroys capital
better than almost
any other publicly
traded company.
GIGAFACTORIES: The first gigafactory is
Tesla’s battery factory in the middle of the

company also plans to add 6,000 “Destination

Nevada desert. The facility will cost around

Charging” connectors (at hotels and

$5 billion, and Tesla expects it to be the

restaurants) to its network of 9,000 existing

biggest building in the world once fully

connectors.

completed. Musk has said that Tesla will
announce locations for another “two to four”
gigafactories this year.
FREMONT FACTORY: Late last year, the city
of Fremont, California approved Tesla’s plans
to nearly double the size of its factory there at
a cost of around $1.3 billion. Most of the new
manufacturing space will be used to produce
the Model 3 sedan.

All told, Tesla spent $1.3 billion in capital
expenditures last year... that could climb to
more than $3.5 billion this year.
Tesla’s spending spree is unlikely to slow
down... Earlier this year, Musk said that he
envisioned around 100 gigafactories across
the globe. Based on Musk’s aspirations, there
is only one logical conclusion: Tesla will never
generate positive free cash flow. In other

RETAIL STORES AND SERVICE CENTERS:

words, Tesla’s cash flow will never be sufficient

Unlike other automakers, Tesla doesn’t

to halt its debt growth.

have an independently owned network of
car dealerships. Instead, it sells directly to
car buyers. This year, the company plans to
add nearly 100 retail, delivery, and service
locations globally (a roughly 30% increase in
facilities).
CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE: Tesla has
built more than 5,400 fast-charging stations

The Model 3 is Tesla’s big test... Cars started
rolling out of its factory this summer. Will the
current investor hype survive the reality of the
low-margin, lousy business of making cars?
And for how much longer will cash-strapped
governments around the world be willing to
subsidize expensive luxury cars for the rich?

(known as “Superchargers”) across North

We suspect Tesla shareholders won’t like

America. It plans to nearly double that amount

either answer. More in the September issue of

to 10,000 Superchargers in coming years. The

American Consequences...
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WHAT ARE
CORPORATIONS FOR?
Corporation – from the Latin
corporatus, “having a tangible body.”

By P. J.
O’Rourke

Some corporations have great bodies. And
some corporations should be sent to the gym.
But either way, corporations are the basis of
civilization.
A corporation is a group of people. The
members of the group share the corporation’s
benefits, but do not personally own the
corporation’s assets. Likewise, the members of
the group are not personally responsible for
the corporation’s losses. They risk only what it
cost them to become part of the corporation.
Actually, corporations are civilization.
If you were an ancient Roman citizen, you
were a member of the body of Romans, the
corporatus. You got the benefits of high-flown
rhetoric in the Forum, thrilling gladiator
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fights in the Colosseum, and Ben-Hur’s
exciting chariot race where Charlton Heston
kills the bad guy in the Circus Maximus.
But you didn’t own the Forum, Colosseum,
and Circus Maximus. Which was a good
thing because the maintenance costs – such
as washing Caesar'a bloodstains off the Senate
floor and cleaning up after the lions ate the
Christians – were high.
On the other hand, after the Fall of Rome,
you didn’t have to go out and personally
repair the ruins of the Forum, the Colosseum,
and the Circus Maximus. All you lost was
what you’d risked by being part of the
“Roman Civilization” corporate group –
which was, unfortunately, your life. But you
get my general point.
If you aren’t civilized, you don’t need
a corporation. In fact, when you’re an
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Corporations as
‘legal persons’ are
more than numbers –
they have personalities.
Here’s how they
got that way...

uncivilized hunter and gatherer, dragging a
Forum, Colosseum, and Circus Maximus
around with you is a bother.
But today, we are civilized. And we need not
only the gigantic public corporation that is
called the state, but also lots of smaller private
corporations to raise capital for investment
while limiting the risk of investing.
The basic asset/liability rules of for-profit
incorporation were codified in Roman
law more than 2,000 years ago... then
conveniently forgotten.
Groups of free individuals banding together
to gain access to extensive material resources
didn’t go down well with the feudal lords
riding around in suits of armor and lancing
anybody who got in their way.
Free individuals could have hired Blackstone
(BX) to blow holes through chain mail,

gauntlets, greaves, and visors with HK416
assault rifles.
For 14 centuries after the collapse of Roman
civilization, “corporations” – when they
existed at all – were merely trade guilds, royal
grants of monopoly, or charters for town
governments.
The modern corporation is surprisingly
modern. You can read both Adam Smith’s
The Wealth of Nations and Karl Marx’s Das
Kapital and see no mention of corporations
in the sense of limited-liability joint-stock
companies. Indeed, you won’t be seeing much
at all, due to eyestrain, if you try to read both
books in one day.

"

If you aren't civilized,
you don't need a corporation.
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"

You need to get to know the
"legal person" that you're
dealing with.
Real corporations don’t come back into
existence until the British Parliament’s
Limited Liability Act of 1855 and Joint Stock
Companies Act of 1856. And corporations
don’t take their true contemporary form until
the House of Lords decided the Salomon v.
Salomon & Co. Ltd. case in 1896.
The Salomon v. Salomon ruling confirmed that
corporations are “legal persons.” Otherwise
corporations wouldn’t have legal standing in
court. You’d own shares in something that
was imaginary – shares in flying ponies and
candy-flavored rainbows. (Not that this can’t
happen anyway. For instance, if you bought
Snapchat stock.)
Corporations have property rights.
Corporations can make binding contracts.
Corporations can sue and be sued.
Corporations can be convicted of serious
crimes...
And here is where “legal person” does get
a little silly. I guess a corporation can,
metaphorically speaking, be strapped to the
lethal injection gurney. But how do you put a
corporation in jail?
During the 2009 General Motors (GM)
bankruptcy, some of us would have liked to
see GM sent to the slammer. But taxpayers
would have had to build some enormous new
federal correctional facilities to lock up GM’s
$82 billion in assets.
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And then what would we have had?
Thousands upon thousands of Cadillacs,
Buicks, Chevies, Saturns, and Pontiacs rusting
away in prison, rioting for better gasoline,
and trying to get parole to sit on used-car
lots. (With the Pontiac Aztek in solitary for
its own protection so that the other vehicles
didn’t beat it into scrap metal for having such
ridiculous styling.)
But there is another, more serious, aspect to
the “legal person” status of corporations. This
issue of American Consequences is devoted to
examining the fact that corporations, as “legal
people,” turn out to have personalities, just
like flesh-and-blood people do.
Corporations take on a life of their own.
Depending on how corporations are
managed, a corporation can be as likely as the
next person to do you dirt. Or, as likely to be
caring, sharing, and benevolent.
When deciding to buy shares in a
corporation, there’s more to the decision than
numbers on a spreadsheet. Especially if you’re
buying the shares as a long-term hold. You
need to get to know the “legal person” that
you’re dealing with.
The purpose of a corporation – with its
aggregation of resources, limited liability, and
independent legal standing – is to watch your
back. Make sure it’s not back there picking
your pocket.
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A Conversation With...

Glenn Beck

television and radio host, author,
network producer, filmmaker,
entrepreneur, and media mogul

We're on the brink of another credit
bubble... and another wave of
bankruptcies across America.
Take tractor company Deere & Co. It has
been very aggressive in lending money
to farmers. That helps it sell a bunch of
tractors, but suddenly you've got a lot
more soybeans and corn... Commodity
prices crash to record-low levels, so
farmers need to farm even more to pay
for their tractors. Eventually there must
be a reckoning... farmers can't repay their
loans or pay for new tractors if they're not
making any profits.
Sadly, we're probably only 12-36 months
away from another big, big problem in
the Farm Belt in terms of bankruptcy and
people losing their farms.
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The question is: How long do we
go through this rigmarole with our
policymakers? When will folks realize that
zero-percent interest rates don't solve
any of the world's core problems?
The stock market isn't so different... The
government has done a great job of
making credit super cheap and letting
rich folks borrow tons of money, buy
companies, and force up stock prices
and real-estate prices. But they haven't
put people to work at higher wages. They
haven't made the average person's life
any better.
Radio host and media mogul Glenn Beck
recently joined Investor Hour hosts Buck
Sexton and Porter Stansberry to talk
about some of these themes...
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INTRO: ON THE BRINK

Q: You recently talked about Allen, “the
forgotten man” from Maryland who
called in to a radio show recently and
made a plea for help... He said: “Hey, I’m
unemployed and my girlfriend can’t get
me a job... I have all these troubles that
some people have.”
And I saw how you responded with a lot
of sympathy and empathy. You wanted
to talk to him and you wanted to use
him as example about how America has
left some people behind. It’s a complex
and powerful issue, and you talked
about it very sincerely.
Glenn Beck: I

think honestly this area is where
conservatives go wrong every single time.
I don’t know if you’ve read the book by
Jonathan Haidt called The Righteous Mind.
But everyone should read it. Before he wrote
the book, he was a self-described NYU liberal
professor from New York. You can’t get any
more progressive than that.
He started to write a book about why the
Democrats are losing to people like Donald
Trump and what language they need to
understand. And he really didn’t understand
it...
So he went out and he did a research project,
and he ended up finding a couple of people
that changed his life. I found out much later
that I was one of them. He studied all of the
talk radio shows, but mine in particular, and
he heard me talk about things differently.
To cut to the chase here, he now has an
American flag sticker on his car. He does say
that he also has a UN sticker, just to be fair.

He says, “I’m not a professor. I’m still kind
of liberal, but I’m not who I thought I was
because conservatives are not who I thought
they were.”
And we always lose because we connect with
the head and never the heart. And we’re
always confused because we feel liberals
connect with the heart and never the head.
What we have to do is understand that there
is an emotional language. In fact, there’s two
different languages. One he outlines in his
book, The Righteous Mind, and there’s another
one from a business book that I read called
Tribal Leadership. And we are broken up into
tribes and there are different stages of those
tribes of where they are emotionally and so
what they can hear and what they can’t hear.
Last week, I had dinner with all these
guys from either Hollywood or Silicon
Valley... some of the biggest names in the
entertainment and information world. My
only request was, you can come, I don’t care
what you believe, but you can’t be “wearing
a jersey.” You can’t say, “the Democrats are
always right,” or, “the Republicans are always
right.”
So it was me and about 30 liberals and very
deeply progressive liberals. And we started
talking... I started by first talking about the
mistakes that I have made and the viewpoints
that I have come to over the years. And I
started talking about the events of the day
using their language...
When you can speak their language, the
language of the heart, and be good at telling a
story, you can at least break through enough
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Glenn Beck

to have people say, “You know, I don’t agree
with that guy, but he’s really smart. He’s fair.
He’s decent. And I like him. I just don’t agree
with him.” That’s where we need to get back to.

...you cannot put revolution
back in the bottle
Q: We’re in the midst I think of a crisis
within the party and the whole country
is watching very closely on the health
care issue and whether they will repeal.
But lost in all of this is the issue of
the debt... We’re $20 trillion in debt.
Whatever happened to the Tea Party?
Whatever happened to the political will
to do something about that?

That goes right back to this
listener, Allen, who called in who said, “Look,
I’m struggling. I’m struggling. I’m working
hard. I’m getting up at 4:00 in the morning,
and I can’t afford my insurance. They just
canceled my cable bill. I barely have enough
money to put food on the table and nobody’s
listening to me.”

Glenn Beck:

Everybody is screaming at each other... “I’m
the Eagles, you’re the Redskins, I don’t care.
You’re evil.” Because we’re playing that game,
we’re missing some important things...
Like you, I’m watching the default rate on
auto loans. That is the canary in the coal
mine. When we start to see these auto loans
begin to default, we’re in real trouble. But
nobody is paying attention to this right now...
Because Donald Trump is one of them, they
now have stopped looking at the problems
and they’ve put their faith, as Ann Coulter
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said, “in Trump we trust.” So it’s a disturbing
thing that the ones who are the real guardians
of the debt are in so much trouble and have
lost so much hope because of the perceived
failures of the Tea Party.
If we don’t play our cards right and start
coming back together, you’re going to see
the two parties demonize each other until a
strongman can step up and stop the madness.
Q: Over the last seven years or so in
our economy, we haven’t had any real
increase to wages. We haven’t had any
significant increases to productivity.
What we’ve had is massive amounts
of capital into subprime auto loans...
student loans... and even tractor loans.
That has created a whole bunch of the
“prosperity” of the last five years or so,
but it wasn’t funded by savings and it
wasn’t created by gains in productivity.
In theory, the economy is growing and
yet people can’t pay their auto loans.
When people start defaulting on
consumer debts before unemployment
starts, you’ve got a big economic
problem that’s going to have a lot
of consequences. What could the
midterms look like next year if we’re in a
really bad economic situation?
Glenn Beck: My

neighbor just bought this
$250,000 tractor and thought to myself, “I
don’t know how you’re ever going to pay for
that. I don’t know how you make ends meet
with that.”
I have an old piece of history – only eight of
them made for FDR’s cabinet. It’s a book,

probably 40 pages
with pie charts all
hand-colored because
they didn’t have Xerox
machines, hand-typed
and bound. They were
given to the members
of the cabinet to
decide on the second
push of the New Deal
in 1936. And the
embossed cover says,
“Relief, radicalism, or
revolution?”

Glenn Beck is a nationally
syndicated radio host and
media mogul. You can see
his news and media work at
theblaze.com and his radio
show at glennbeck.com.
For the full interview between
Buck, Porter, and Glenn,
click here to sign up for the
Investor Hour notification list.
Like American Consequences,
it’s 100% free. Each week, you’ll
receive new show updates,
previews, and access to
transcripts and show notes.
Whether it’s about investing...
business... politics... or a
controversial social issue... you’ll
get the unfiltered information
from behind the scenes.

And it makes the case
for President Franklin
D. Roosevelt, “Here’s
what’s really going on
in society, here’s what
we think people are
feeling, and here’s how
bad it really is. And
there are radicals and there are revolutionaries.
And if we don’t give them some sort of relief,
we’re going to lose the country.”
It’s a little like the fools that started the
Egyptian revolution or the Arab Spring...
If you remember right, I was mocked
relentlessly for saying a caliphate was coming.
But you cannot put revolution back in the
bottle. And we have stoked the fires on our
university campuses... We have stoked the fire
on both sides on television and in talk radio.
And unless we change our approach and start
to band back together, we will not be our
highest ideal of Americans.
There was a great quote I read the other day

that said, “People do
not rise to their level
of expectation. They
rise to the level of their
preparedness.”
At least when Barack
Obama in office, half
of the country was
mentally prepared
and in some regard
physically prepared for
tough times... They
were talking about
food storage. They were
talking about being
good neighbors. That’s
all over.

And we are not going
to rise to the greatest
American generation
unless there is some
leadership out there that says none of us
want to live this way, none of us want to see a
revolution in this country. It doesn’t end well.
We need to take care of our neighbors...
The way we can start doing that is to start
listening on the local level, and us in the
national level start talking to our listeners in a
different way and listening to them.
And like you pointed out, what is it that
these emotional attachments are, we must
start validating them and showing them that
there is somebody out there listening and they
can make a difference if we stick together. If
they don’t believe that and the election comes
down, it’s “relief, radicalism, or revolution” in
2018, 2020, 2024.
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At some point,

your friendly local stockbroker
may present you with the
opportunity to invest in an
initial public offering (IPO).

ASK THESE
SEVEN
QUESTIONS

BEFORE
BUYING
ANY IPO

By Kim Iskyan
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In an IPO, a company raises
capital by selling shares to
investors. When you buy
a stock in the secondary
market, you're buying it from
another investor. But with an
IPO, the cash you pay goes to
the company.
You've probably heard about
the IPOs that see a surge in
the share price on the first day
of trading. But that happens
rarely – and it should not be a
reason to invest in an IPO.
If you're looking at IPOs, it
pays to ask these seven
questions first...

1.

WHO GETS THE MONEY?

The whole point of an IPO is to raise money.
But who gets the cash? Sometimes it's the
founding shareholders, who are usually
management. If these insiders are selling,
what does it say about danglethe company's
prospects? Nothing good.
Of course, that's not entirely fair. The
founding shareholders of a company may be
looking to take some cash off the table after
spending their time and money building the
business. They may want to diversify their
assets – or maybe buy a yacht.
However, it's much more encouraging if the
proceeds are used for the company's further
development and expansion. And in any case,
the founding shareholders should hold on to
a significant stake so that they still have skin
in the game.

2.

WHY NOW?

A company may sell shares because it needs
funding to grow... Or company insiders may
believe they're selling at a point of maximum
optimism, which means they'll get a better
price (from a valuation perspective). Like
everyone else, the sellers want to "sell high."
Meanwhile, investors buying into an IPO
are trying to "buy low," betting that the
company's growth prospects are still strong.

Who knows best? The danger of being wrong is
that you buy an offering when the company is
firing on all cylinders and things can't get any
better... in which case, they can only get worse.

3.

IS THE COMPANY
PROFITABLE?

If it isn't, let's face it: You're not investing –
you're speculating. That doesn't mean you
shouldn't buy shares, but it does suggest that
the offering is riskier. And you should account
for that higher level of risk accordingly.

4.

ARE THE SHARES
EXPENSIVE OR CHEAP?

The shareholders who are selling want to sell
at a high valuation level (based on measures
like the price-to-earnings ratio, for example).
Investors buying into the IPO, meanwhile,
want a low valuation so that the share price
has room to rise.
The big question – as with any valuation
exercise – is what the stock price is being
compared with. The people selling the IPO
will point to companies that trade at high
valuations – so that the shares they are selling
will appear cheap by comparison. The shares
of companies that are direct competitors in
the same country and sector, with a similar
growth rate, are generally the best ones to
look at.
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7.

WHAT RIGHTS WILL YOU
HAVE AS A SHAREHOLDER?

Traditionally, when companies issue equity
to shareholders, those shares come with
voting rights. "One share, one vote" used to
be the conventional wisdom. But that is now
changing, especially in the technology space.

5.

CAN I GET SHARES IF I
WANT THEM?

Most brokers tend to save their IPO
allocations for their "favored clients" –
customers who trade with large sums of
money. So underwriters and "big investors"
tend to have the first bite... And individual
investors are often left with the table scraps,
or with the shares of a dud offering. To
paraphrase Groucho Marx, would you want
to buy shares of a company that has shares
available to sell to you?

6.

WHAT ABOUT FEES?

Not long ago, investment banks made a
killing on IPOs. They could earn around 7%
of total proceeds, though that could vary
according to the size of the deal. In effect,
that meant investors were only getting $0.93
of value for every dollar they invested.
Thankfully for investors, that's all in the past.
Today, fees are a lot more reasonable. But
keep in mind that your broker will stand to
make a lot more by selling you shares of an
IPO than by selling you a stock that's already
trading.
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The most outrageous recent example occurred
earlier this year with the IPO of social-media
company Snap (SNAP). In that case, new
investors bought shares with absolutely no
voting rights whatsoever. In fact, Snap's
27-year-old founders control nearly 90% of
the company.
As an investor, you need to ask yourself if
you are comfortable with companies taking
investor money, but not giving investors any
say in how the company is operated.
If you're looking at investing in an IPO,
get answers to these questions first. And
remember, if it sounds too good to be true...
it probably is.

Kim Iskyan is publisher of a joint
venture between two independent
financial publishers, Singapore-based
Truewealth Publishing and Hong
Kong-based Churchouse Publishing.
His Asia Wealth Investment Daily
letter is a must-read if you are at all
interested in the explosive growth of
the Chinese middle class. (Legendary
investor Jim Rogers reads it every day.)
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Get Me a Quote on That

"Now, just listen to me. And listen carefully, please, because I will be speaking bullshit."
Michael Chabon, The Yiddish Policeman's Union
"When a man's frauds have been enormous there is a
certain safety in their very diversity and proportions."
Anthony Trollope, The Way We Live Now
The corporate tax should be abolished... Corporations should be
required to attribute to individual stockholder earning which are not
paid out as dividends. That is, when the corporation sends out a
dividend check, it should also send a statement saying, "In addition to
this dividend of ___ cents per share, your corporation also earned ___
cents per share which was reinvested." The individual stockholder should then be required
to report the attributed but undistributed earnings on his tax return as well as the dividend.
Corporations would still be free to plough back as much as they wish, but they would have
no incentive to do so except the proper incentive that they could earn more internally than
the stockholder could earn externally. Few measures would do more to invigorate capital
markets, to stimulate enterprise, and to promote effective competition.
Milton Friedman, Capitalism and Freedom
"To a flock of sheep the sheep who is every
evening driven by the shepherd into a
special pen to feed, and becomes twice as
fat as the rest, must seem to be a genius."
Leo Tolstoy, War and Peace
"Modern bourgeois society with its relations
of production, of exchange, and of property,
a society that has conjured up such gigantic
means of production and of exchange,
is like the sorcerer, who is no longer able
to control the powers of the nether world
whom he has called up by his spells."
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, The
Communist Manifesto
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WORTH LISTENING
AND WATCHING...
In the late '70s, a bored student invented
the electronic spreadsheet. It transformed
industries... As one journalist wrote more
than 30 years ago, "The spreadsheet is a
tool, and it is also a world view – reality by
the numbers."
Spreadsheets, a Planet Money podcast
from NPR

LITERARY INSIGHT
from PRESENT & PAST

WHAT WE'RE READING

"In the early days, the shortages seemed almost whimsical... perfume, leather jackets,
iPhones and condoms. I usually took two near-empty suitcases to carry back the requests,
plus food and toiletries for myself. As the crisis deepened, the requests became harder to
fill, and traced the outlines of darker personal dramas: Medication for heart failure. Pediatric
epilepsy drugs. Pills to trigger an abortion. Gas masks."
Departing AP Reporter Looks Back at Venezuela's Slide, Hannah Dreier
Half of Americans who bought something online in the
past year did so, probably unknowingly, via Stripe. This
has given it a $9.2 billion valuation, several times larger
than those of its nearest competitors, and made Patrick,
28, and John, 26, two of the world's youngest billionaires.
How Two Brothers Turned Seven Lines of Code Into a
$9.2 Billion Startup, Bloomberg Businessweek

What happens when a
terrorist has a change
of heart? An Islamic
militant who left a trail
of destruction in Europe
crosses over to work
for the CIA... helping
capture Carlos the Jackal and then, one day,
vanishes. Legacy of Ashes author Tim Weiner
is a key player in the story...
The Road to Damascus, Revisionist History
podcast by Malcolm Gladwell

No industry is immune to fraud, and the
hotter the business, the more hucksters
flock to it. But Silicon Valley has always seen
itself as the virtuous outlier, a place where
altruistic nerds tolerate capitalism in order to
make the world a better place. Suddenly the
Valley looks as crooked and greedy as the
rest of the business world.
The Ugly Unethical Underside of Silicon
Valley, Erin Griffith in Fortune
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At the very top of the list is an accident with nuclear weapons... the Department of Energy
has the job of ensuring that nuclear weapons are not lost or stolen, or at the slightest risk of
exploding when they should not.
Why the Scariest Nuclear Threat May Be Coming From Inside the White House, Michael
Lewis in Vanity Fair

Buck Sexton

CLICK HERE TO
READ THE WEB VERSION

THE FINAL WORD

THE WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL ECHO CHAMBER
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I

t’s a sad day in America when you can lose
your job for expressing the opinion that
men and women are different.

Earlier this month, tech giant Google
(GOOGL) fired software engineer James
Damore for writing a memorandum titled
“Google’s Ideological Echo Chamber.” His
ouster was the most recent reminder that in
corporate America today, identity politics are
a strictly enforced orthodoxy. Dissenters are
pink-slipped and shamed.
This particular Silicon Valley diversity
debacle started because Google’s engineering
department is 80% male. This gender
imbalance has led to hand-wringing across
the mega-tech company’s executive suite.
Little changed, despite a commitment of
$265 million dollars to diversity efforts
starting in 2014 and a slew of programs and
initiatives to get more women and minorities
into leadership and engineering positions.
But Google continues on its quest for more
underrepresented minorities of all kinds,
particularly female software engineers.
Read James Damore’s manifesto challenging the
diversity mantra, and you’ll find a well-reasoned,
10-page memo with headings such as “nondiscriminatory ways to reduce the gender gap.”
Damore agreed that women face specific
obstacles and that sexism exists, but suggested
that maybe women are also different from
men and therefore make different career
choices, too. Perhaps accurately assessing the
problem at Google would bring about better
solutions for all?

“

The media analyzed the memo with all
the respect and nuance a Neanderthal's
cave paintings would receive in a Smith
College sociology class.

In response, the Left went nuts. The media
analyzed the memo with all the respect and
nuance a Neanderthal’s cave paintings would
receive in a Smith College sociology class.
Damore had done the unthinkable by
challenging a central tenet of contemporary
American human resources wisdom – namely
that women are oppressed in STEM (science,
technology, engineering, and math) fields
where they are a minority. Even worse, he did
so in a measured tone, using logic, reason,
and making frequent concessions to the other
side of the argument.
Google fired him anyway.
Damore posited a theory rooted in science
and a few decades of research, but it ran
into the buzz saw of progressive ideology...
And while many scientists have come out
to support some of Damore’s core premises,
that didn’t stop the social-justice mob from
labeling him an “alt-right hero” or smearing
him as sexist.
As is often the case with corporate-speech
police, the ensuing liberal outrage brigade
collapsed into self-parody.
Some liberal publications decided to go
the “science is flawed” route to undermine
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“

The titans of Silicon Valley are
not seeking converts, they're
hunting political heretics.
Damore’s argument. A few female employees
at Google were so upset about a memo
that claimed women were on average more
emotional than men, they had to stay home
from work because they felt unsafe. You can’t
make this stuff up.
Before we can move past this as another case
of progressive overreach at a corporation
headquartered in a bastion of undiluted
liberalism, it’s worth noting that Google is
different. It’s a big deal, not just in Silicon
Valley, but around the world.

First off, Google is one of the most valuable
public companies on Earth. Technically,
Google is a subsidiary of its parent company
Alphabet, which now oversees a host of
projects, including self-driving cars (a project
called “X”) and Google Fiber (the superfast Internet of the future). Bottom line:
it’s a company with vast ambitions, and the
bankroll to make almost anything seem like a
realistic goal.
It’s also arguably the most influential platform
on the planet in the marketplace of ideas.
To “google” has been a verb for many years
now, indicating its dominance in the searchengine category, but Google also serves as the
internet’s primary gatekeeper. Its front-page
search results can make or break a company...
or an individual. When you google a person’s
name, the first results are essentially that
person’s online reputation.
Google is a company with the power to shape
and disseminate ideas. It exceeds anything
since Gutenberg finally mastered that
movable type in his printing press in the mid15th century.
That’s why Google’s suppression of ideas is so
troubling. Google makes global perception.
It determines what news sites you are most
likely to see, what products most suit your
needs, and what information is the easiest to
access.

Gary Varvel Editorial Cartoon used with the permission of Gary
Varvel and Creators Syndicate. All rights reserved.
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As this digital behemoth embraces the
cult of political correctness, there will be
ramifications well beyond Mountain View,
California. The hypersensitive office culture

that began in the 1990s has morphed into
something much more malicious.
The titans of Silicon Valley are not seeking
converts, they’re hunting political heretics.
And unless there is a counter-movement,
based on facts and free inquiry, the problem
will keep spreading... from boardrooms to
mom-and-pop stores on Main Street. There
will be a culture of forced groupthink and
pressure on government to pass even more
federal regulations and laws to make the
workplace a “safe space.”
The Damore firing has sparked this debate,
and it’s high time we all had it. Silicon Valley
and its unique culture of progressivism
is incredibly influential, and the public
should be aware how left wing that enclave
overwhelmingly is.
Americans tend to think of Google, Facebook
(FB), and Amazon (AMZN) as apolitical
utilities, but they are corporations run by
people with their own views and agendas.
George Orwell famously wrote, “In times
of universal deceit, telling the truth is a
revolutionary act.” James Damore told the
truth and got fired for it. Whether he is a
victim, martyr, or hero will be up to the rest
of the country... as will whether we can finally
have an adult conversation about politics and
free inquiry in the workplace.

Is North Korea keeping
you up at night?
Will things just keep getting worse?
Just how worried should you be? A
leading defense expert and a former
Goldman Sachs trader are teaming up
to show you exactly what you can do
right now to ease your mind.
Click here to learn more.

What’s a ‘One Day Cash’
Event?
Bush did it. So did
Obama. (Reagan
even did this back
in 1984.) It’s a
little-known way
to juice the economy by putting cash in
the hands of everyday Americans. Now
Trump is planning something similar.
You could collect up to $19,346 this
year… but only if you “opt-in” before the
projected deadline. Details here.
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THIS ISSUE’S FEATURED
CONTRIBUTORS
Dr. David Eifrig worked in arbitrage
and trading groups with major Wall Street
investment banks, including Goldman
Sachs, Chase Manhattan, and
Yamaichi in Japan. In 1995, Dr. Eifrig
retired from Wall Street, went to
UNC-Chapel Hill medical school,
and became an ophthalmologist.
Today, he publishes a free daily letter on
health and wealth that shows readers
how to live a millionaire lifestyle at
http://retirementmillionairedaily.com/.

Dan Ferris is the editor of Extreme
Value, a monthly investment advisory that
focuses on some of the safest and yet
most profitable stocks in the market:
great businesses trading at steep
discounts...
His strategy of finding safe, cheap,
and profitable stocks has earned
him a loyal following – as well as one
of the most impressive track records
in the industry. And his work has been
covered extensively in Barron’s and other
respected news outlets.

Kim Iskyan is publisher of a joint
venture between two independent
financial publishers, Singapore-based
Truewealth Publishing and Hong
Kong-based Churchouse
Publishing.
His Asia Wealth Investment Daily
letter is a must-read if you are at
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all interested in the explosive growth of
the Chinese middle class. (Legendary
investor Jim Rogers reads it every day.)

Buck Sexton is host of the nationally
syndicated talk radio program, "Buck
Sexton with America Now," heard on over
100 stations across the country.
A former CIA and NYC Police
Department Intelligence Officer,
Buck is also the cohost of
Stansberry Investor Hour, a weekly
radio show that you can subscribe to for
free right here: http://investorhour.com/

Dr. Steve Sjuggerud is the editor
of True Wealth, an investment advisory
which specializes in safe, unique
alternative investments overlooked
by Wall Street, and based on the
simple idea that you don’t have to
take big risks to make big returns.
He alerts readers to some of the
biggest opportunities in the market every
weekday at http://www.dailywealth.com/.
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